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1   Introduction
I, Jan Derogee, am the owner of a PAL Commodore 64-II and other Commodore computers. The C64 
was my first computer and I spend many many days of happy computing. Although the C2N Datasette 
was sufficient at first (it was cheap), I was very happy once I've got my first disk drive. Years later I've 
bought an Amiga 500 then a 1200 and finally a PC. All computers fulfilled my needs but the C64 is still 
the one which is the closest to my heart. 

When I bought an SX-64 thanks to a tip of a co-worker, I tumbled into the retro scene. I designed the 
1541-III which was the first “fully functional .D64 MMC/SD-card reader emulating a real drive using 
the IEC-bus in a case”. I learned a lot and it got my retro fire burning. I'm no gamer I'm just a technician 
who loves to build the things that were impossible during the glory days of the C64. Now with today's 
micro-controller technology the difficult things become much easier.

After the succes of the 1541-III, it became time for something new, A device that would work on ALL 
8-bit commodore computers. The Cassiopei is such a device. By using the cassetteport as it's physical 
interface to the computer and by using dedicated software for controlling this, the Cassiopei becomes a 
versatile tool for every kind of user. The Cassiopei is perfectly suited for the programmer, the tinkerer, 
the gamer and the collector.

I would like to thank: 

My family, for allowing me to work on my project during the evenings and weekends.

The retro community: HCC Commodore gebruikers groep
(http://www.commodore.hcc.nl), this community brings Commodore enthusiasts together.
The club meetings (6 times a year) are always motivating and inspire me with new project ideas.

Arthur Jordison for making “CBM program studio” the perfect tool for ASM and BASIC coders.
Luigi Di Fraia for http://c64tapes.org/dokuwiki/doku.php?id=loaders:rom_loader
Gideon Zweijtzer for info about Cassette Read is inverse of Write signal and RUN related info

Saleae: (http://www.saleae.com) for the perfect low cost high performance logic analyzer.
Rigol: for building the perfect low cost oscilloscope (DS1052E).
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2   User manual

Cassiopei
user manual
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2.1   The Cassiopei
Cassiopei stands for: Cassette IO Peripheral Expansion Interface. You can load single file games 
and programs and connect your own hardware projects. When properly configured it is the only 
device you'll need on your 8-bit computer.

Here you see a picture of how the Cassiopei looks like, there is the edge connector at the side of the 
Cassiopei, which allows it's to connect to your CBM's cassette port. Because allmost all 8-bit CBM 
computers feauture such a port (C16 and plus4 require the standard CBM conversion connector) the 
Cassiopei becomes a very usefull device. The basic idea about the CPIO expander is that it is (once 
properly configured) completely self supporting. It does not need any storage device (tape, floppy, 
harddisk, flashcard, CD, etc.) in order to operate. You can use it to play games, you can use it to 
load programs. You can use it to connect modern electronics of your own design with great ease of 
use. The Cassiopei is also great for cross development due to it's quick and easy transfer of data to 
your CBM computer.

Buttons:

Play/Rec: When the computer says “press play on tape” you press this button (it loads the file 
as selected previously in the menu program).

When the computer says “press record and play on tape” you press this button.

Menu: When the computer says “press play on tape”, but you want to choose the file you 
want to load, then you press this button. The computer wil now load the menu file.

Reset The computer itself cannot reset the Cassiopei, therefore this needs to be done 
manually. The Cassiopei resets also when the CBM's power is cycled (but this 
requires the Cassiopei to be disconnected from USB, otherwise USB will continue 
to power the Cassiopei and the reset will not take place).
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LED:

Located directly next to the reset button is an status LED. The table below shows the different 
colours and it's causes.

LED
Colour Information

- No USB connection, no file activity

Blinking red/green Bootloader mode (press reset to exit this mode)

Green Loading file (using kernal tape protocol)

Blinking green Loading file(using kernal tape protocol) has paused (press CBM key)

Red USB activity (IDLE state of USB packet polling)

USB packets are transferred

CPIO activity (communication between CBM computer and Cassiopei

Orange After reset the Cassiopei briefly lights the LED to indicate reset situation

USB connector:
This  connector  requires  a mini  USB connector  (A  male to mini  USB B 
male). This connector is supplied along with your Cassiopei, it's length is 3 
feet but longer cables are allowed. If  the Cassiopei is alos connected to a 
CBM computer at the same time you may use a USB extension cord of up to 
5  meters.  However this  is  not  recommended as it's  reliabillity  cannot  be 
guaranteed due to the wide variation in available extension cables.

The Cassiopei uses USB to connect to a PC. This connection is required to 
configure  the Cassiopei  and to load the desired programs/games into the 
onboard  flash  memory  of  the  Cassiopei.  Once  the  Cassiopei  is 
configured/filled  with  files  it  does  not  need  to  be connected  to  a  PC 
anymore. It can perfectly function  as a standalone device. During the time it 
is connected to a PC is does not need to be connected to a CBM computer. 
Therefore  the  PC  and  the  CBM  computer  do  not  need  to  be  close  to 
eachother allowing more freedom is it's usage.

The CBM computer and the PC can be connected to the Cassiopei if desired, this is very usefull in cross 
development situation, where software is developed on the PC and needs to be tested on the CBM 
computer. For this situation the “virtual file mode” is implemented, more about this mode futher on in 
this manual.
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Expansion connector:
By the use of this connector the Cassiopei can be 
used to connect  to your  own hardware projects. 
As the Cassiopei features a I2C port it can control 
many integrated circuits. The technical details of 
the expansion connecter are described in the last 
chapter of this manual.

This port is what the gives the PEI to the name 
Cassiopei. As it defines the Peripheral Expansion 
Interface.
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2.2   Upgrading the Cassiopei's firmware
The Cassiopei holds a bootloader program that makes it possible to upload new firmware versions.If the 
bootloader mode is entered by accident, do not worry, just press the reset button and the Cassiopei will 
function normally.

In order to upload new firmware into the Cassiopei, a program on the PC is also required as well as 
the .HEX file with the new firmware release.This program is called “USB bootloader v2.90a” and can 
be downloaded from the Cassiopei website. When the program is started it may look like the image on 
the left, all buttons are greyed out because there is no connection with the Cassiopei. The Cassiopei 
must be connected to the PC using the supplied USB cable and must be set into bootloader mode by 
holding down the menu button during reset of the Cassiopei. When the reset button is released the LED 
will flash RED/GREEN to indicate that the bootloader is active.

Select the .HEX file: File → Import firmware image → choose file

The file can be programmed: Program → Erase/program/verify device

Now the programming will take place, this takes only a few seconds, the progress bar indicates the 
action. When programming is ready you may reset the device, using the Cassiopei reset button. Then 
you may disconnect the USB cable. The Cassiopei has been updated and is ready for use.

Note:
Programming new firmware does not affect the contents of the Flash memory that stores your games 
and programs, however it is allways a good idea to have a backup of important games and programs.

During  the  programming  of  the  firmware  it  is  important  that  the  cassiopei  is  not  resetted  or 
disconnected. If this does happen, the Cassiopei's fimrware would be incomplete and programming has 
to be done again. The bootloader inside the Cassiopei cannot be destroyed therefore “bricking” your 
Cassiopei is impossible (unless you use a hammer or lightning bolt).
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2.3   Configuration

2.3.1   System requirements
The system requirements in order to run the Cassiopei Mamanger and related software are:

– Windows XP, SP3 (32 bit), Windows 7 (32 or 64 bit)

– Enough free space (1GByte) on your harddisk to allow the application and the .net 
framework 4 client profile to be installed

– Internet access as the PC requires to download certain .net libraries from the Microsoft 
website. When the installation has finished, internet access is no longer reuiqered.

– If using Windows XP then you require direct access to a root USB port (see the “Attention” 
below about  Article ID: 940021) (simply do not use a USB-HUB but one of the USB ports 
at the back of the computer)

Attention (Windows XP users):
It is possible to transfer file with an effective speed of 21000 byte/sec. But you may experience a much 
slower transfer  speed. In  that case you might  suffer  from a “bug” in the Windows XP HID driver 
(Article ID: 940021), which results in bad performance when a 1.x USB device is connected to a 2.0 
hub. This can be solved by connecting the Cassiopei directly to one of the USB ports at the back of your 
PC. The USB ports at the front of your computer could be connected to an internal USB hub, so be 
aware.

2.3.2   Using the Cassiopei manager
In order to configure the Cassiopei, the Cassiopei manager program must be installed onto your PC. 
This program transfers the data from the PC to the internal Flash memory of the Cassiopei and it is used 
to select the computer the Cassiopei is used with. This program consists of 4 screens which will be 
explained on the next few pages. The Cassiopei manager is not supplied with the Cassiopei, but must be 
downloaded from the Cassiopei website.

Before starting the Cassiopei manager make sure that the Cassiopei is connected to the PC using the 
supplied USB cable.  When the Cassiopei  is  connected to the USB port  of  your  PC it  requires no 
additional drivers, as all required drivers are build into the Cassiopei manager.
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Files:

The screenshot shows the file screen, this screen is used to transfer files into the Cassiopei's internal 
Flash memory. You can add a file by clicking on the “add file” button. So when you have an empty 
Cassiopei, you'll see the Settings file and nothing else. This settings file holds the settings, like mode, 
file index, etc. It is a system file, you have no control over it. If you'd click on the “add file”button, and 
you select a PRG file, and there is no configuration file on the Flash memory then you will be asked if 
this is the “Configuration program”. Which makes perfectly sense, because this is the file that will be 
loaded when you press the menu button on the Cassiopei. When this file isn't present, the menu button 
simply doesn't  work.  So it  is important. This configuration file offcourse must match the computer 
model to which you want to connect your Cassiopei.

The Cassiopei's file index counters are 8-bits wide, limitting the max amount of files per filetype to 254. 
In  other  words,  the  max.  number  of  files  that  can  be  addressed  are  254  of  each  filetype.  So 
theorectically, there can be 254 .PRG files and 254 .TAP files stored. But from a practical point of view, 
it is best to keep the number of stored files to a minimum.

Because the Cassiopei can also save files from the CBM computer, it  makes sense that there is an 
“extract .PRG file button”, press this button to extract a file from the Cassiopei and save it to your PC's 
harddisk.

You may also want to remove a file, this is possible by selecting that file and then click “delete file”, the 
file will be deleted from the Cassiopei's Flash memory

The “read directory” button refreshes the file overview window, normally this button is not required as 
the screen is refreshed after every file action. However if for some reason the USB cable becomes 
disconnected, pressing this button might help to restore the connection if all  cables are reconnected 
properly. However it is strongly advised not to disconnect the Cassiopei during filetransfer of any kind.

Attention:
Do  not  attempt  to  transfer  files  from  the  PC  to  the Cassiopei  while  the  CBM  computer  is 
accessing/using the Cassiopei, as this may lead to file corruption.
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Virtual file:

The previous  screen  showed  the files  as  stored  in  the Cassiopei's  Flash  memory,  however  during 
development of new games and programs it is desired to quickly upload a file to the CBM computer. 
Saving a file to the Flash memory and clearing it again because it was wrong would be a waste of time. 
The “virtual file mode” allows to transfer a file directly into the memory of the CBM computer, saving 
precious development time and reduces the need to click all those tiny buttons.

The “select file” button is required to select the “virtual file”, the file that will be trasnferred to the 
CBM's  memory.  This functionality  only works  for  .PRG files  and uses the  Cassiopei's  fast  loader 
routines. The “virtual file mode” must be selected using the Settings screen of the Cassiope manager or 
by the configuration program (the file linked to the the menu button of the Cassiopei) on your CBM 
computer. This mode works as follows, type:

LOAD  <return>

The computer will now ask you to “press play on tape”:
– press the PLAY/REC button on the Cassiopei.
– press the “transfer file” button (in the virtual file screen)
– on a C64 press space or CBM key when the filename is shown (or simply wait 10 seconds)
– when the CBM is ready loading the fastloader routines then the transfer starts and the program 

automatically executes (asuming it  can be started using the RUN command, programs that  
require a SYS command must be started manually).
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Flash monitor:

This screen is mostly used during the development of the Cassiopei.For support issues it is still available 
but most user will never have to access this screen.

If for any reason the filesystem has become corrupted, then the corrupted files must be removed in order 
to restore filesystem integrety, if this is not possible, then press the “erase flash button”.

Settings and EEPROM monitor:

This screen is used to configure the Cassiopei for the correct computer model. But it also shows version 
information about the Cassiopei manager programs and the Cassiopei's firmware.
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The mode setting:
This setting can also be done with the Cassiopei's configuration program on the CBM computer.

There are 4 modes of operation:
– Standard CBM loader (slow speed), flash. This mode loads PRG files from the internal Flash 

memory using the standard CBM kernal loader, this is just a slow as a real cassetteplayer.
– CPIO fastloader (high speed),  flash. This mode loads PRG files from the internal  Flash  

memory using the Cassiopei's fast loader routines (this is the preferred mode).
– CPIO fastloader (high speed), USB. This is the virtual file mode, it loads PRG files from 

the PC's harddisk using the Cassiopei's fast loader routines (this mode is very usefull for 
cross development).

– Play .TAP file (slow speed), flash. This mode, plays back images of real cassettes from the 
internal Flash memory.

Index setting:
This setting holds the index of the current file. The Cassiopei uses an index to keep track of the current 
file. It does not use filenames when using the configuration program on the CBM computer the index is 
converted back into a filename, so you do not notice. However if files are deleted then the index of the 
file that is the current file might change and you end up loading the wrong file. But no data is damaged, 
so simply use the configuration program or this tool to select the proper index and it is solved. The idea 
behind indexes is speed, searching through 8MByte of flash memory using indexes goes a whole lot 
faster then when searching for a filename. And most users never notice the difference.

Computer model:
This setting is the most important one, use it to select your computer model, The computer model is 
important as there are various subtle differences between the computer models that are supported, by 
letting the Cassiopei know to what computer it will be connected, the proper timings and IO settings can 
be taken care of.

Feedback volume:
It is possible to make the tape signals audible, so you can hear them when you LOAD or SAVE using 
the standard tape protocol of your CBM computer. This can be usefull for debugging or the fun of 
listening to those nostalgic noises. But most importantly, hearing that you computer is loading or saving 
gives you an idea of the progress of the file transfer. This sound is switched off by default.
This functionality will direct the tape signals of LOAD and SAVE to the PWM output. Meaning that 
you need to connect a speaker to the PWM output as described in the chapter regarding the Expansion 
connector. However, if you decide to connect this output to the input of your C64's SID chip then there 
is  something you  should know. The C64 has the volume of  the SID set  to the  lowest  level  after 
reset/power-on. So (unless a program has changed the SID volume level) you will hear nothing. You 
can set the volume of the  SID to the max. using the following command: POKE 54296,15

EEPROM contents:
The EEPROM is  not  really  EEPROM,  it  is  simulated  EEPROM using  some clever  tricks  of  the 
Cassiopei's filesystem. It is used to store system settings and nothing mode. The number of available 
EEPROM locations is limitted and therefore not accessable to the user for it's own games/programs.
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2.3.3   Using the Configuration program
If the Cassiopei has been configured properly using the Cassiopei manager, then you are able to use the 
Cassiopei configuration program (linked to the MENU button of the Cassiopei). This program will be 
used frequently to select the game or program that you want to run.

In  the situation where  you  want  to start  a  game or  program that  you've  runs previously,  then the 
configuration program is not required, simply press the Play/Rec button when the computer states “press 
play on tape”. In all other cases follow the instructions below.

Loading the Cassiopei configuration menu:
– Type LOAD
– When stated “press play on tape”, press the MENU button on the Cassiopei
– The configuration program will appear within a few seconds

Below the screenshot of a PET 3032 Cassiopei configuration program. The layout  of this screen is 
similair for all supported compyter types, there are minor details (due to screen size/colour limitations) 
but their functionality is identical.

Use the keys as indicated in the screen to browse through the different operating modes and files. As 
shown in the screenshot below, the file with index 02 (COSMIADS_PRG.PRG) will be loaded from 
flash memory using the Cassiopei's fastloader. By pressing the RETURN key these settings are saved 
and the configuration program exits and automatically loads the chosen program.
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2.4   Supported computer models

2.4.1   Commodore 64
The C64 is the computer that inspired the design of the Cassiopei. As you can see it is easily connected 
to the cassetteport of both C64 models. It cannot be connected to the C64 games system (as this is a 
cartridge based game console version of the C64) and it cannot be connected to the SX-64 or DX64, 
which also has no cassetteport.

     C64 “old model”       C64 “new model”
How to use:

Configure the Cassiopei to be used on a C64 computer, this is required in order to define all timings of 
the Cassiopei for this type of computer, see the chapter “Configuring the Cassiopei”. Do not attempt to 
use the Cassiopei while it is not configured.

The Cassiopei's requires the following sequence of commands independent of it's operating mode.

LOAD  <return>
or
shift + RUN/STOP

The computer will now ask you to “press play on tape”:
– press the PLAY/REC button on the Cassiopei to load the currently selected game/program
– press the MENU button in order to load the menu program to define your new settings.

When a program is loaded using the Cassiopei's fastloader, the program is executed directly after it 
has finished loading. However . TAP files do no use the Cassiopei's fastloader and depending on 
the .TAP file used it may be required to type in RUN.
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2.4.2   Commodore VIC-20
The VIC-20 is the predecessor of the C64 and has many limmitations. However the Cassiopei opens up 
a whole new range of possibillities, due to it's large available storage memory.

How to use:

Configure the Cassiopei to be used on a VIC-20 computer, this is required in order to define all 
timings of the Cassiopei for this type of computer, see the chapter “Configuring the Cassiopei”. Do 
not attempt to use the Cassiopei while it is not configured.

The Cassiopei's requires the following sequence of commands independent of it's operating mode.

LOAD  <return>
or
shift + RUN/STOP

The computer will now ask you to “press play on tape”:
– press the PLAY/REC button on the Cassiopei to load the currently selected game/program
– press the MENU button in order to load the menu program to define your new settings.

When a program is loaded using the Cassiopei's fastloader, the program is executed directly after it 
has finished loading. However . TAP files do no use the Cassiopei's fastloader and depending on 
the .TAP file used it may be required to type in RUN.

Note: 

Do not press any key on the VIC-20's keyboard while loading as the keyboard of the VIC-20 shares 
IO-lines with the Cassetteport. 
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2.4.3   Commodore C16/Plus4
The C16/Plus4 computers are slightly different due to the fact that their cassetteport uses a slightly 
different  connector.  Fortunately  this  can  be easily solved  by  using  the  CBM's  standard  connector 
adapter.

How to use:

Configure the Cassiopei to be used on a C16/Plus4 computer, this is required in order to define all 
timings of the Cassiopei for this type of computer, see the chapter “Configuring the Cassiopei”. Do not 
attempt to use the Cassiopei while it is not configured.

The Cassiopei's requires the following sequence of commands independent of it's operating mode.

LOAD  <return>

The computer will now ask you to “press play on tape”:
– press the PLAY/REC button on the Cassiopei to load the currently selected game/program
– press the MENU button in order to load the menu program to define your new settings.

When a program is loaded using the Cassiopei's fastloader, the program is executed directly after it 
has finished loading. However . TAP files do no use the Cassiopei's fastloader and depending on 
the .TAP file used it may be required to type in RUN.
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2.4.4   Commodore 128
The C128 is currently not yet supported in it's C128 mode, but technically it is possible. So in the future 
support for the C128 mode is to be expected.

   C128D “metal model”      C128D “plastic model”

How to use C128 in C64 mode:

Hold down the Commodore logo key when booting the system to go directly into the C64 mode.
See the section of the C64 for more info about the usage.

How to use C128 in C128 mode:

<not supported yet>
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2.4.5   Commodore PET 3032
Commodore has build many variations of the PET, one of them is the PET 3032, this is a PET 2001, 
with 32K RAM and a full featured keyboard. This PET model does not have a build in cassette player 
but it  has 2 cassetteports. Cassetteport#1 is easily accessable while cassetteport#2 is located inside. 
Theoretically the Cassiope could function on both cassetteports, but the speedloader software inside the 
Cassiopei was designed for use on cassetteport#1 (because this is easily accessable) and therefore it will 
not fully work on cassetteport#2.

Useage:
Configure the Cassiopei to be used on a PET 3032 computer, this is required in order to define all 
timings of the Cassiopei for this type of computer, see the chapter “Configuring the Cassiopei”. Do 
not attempt to use the Cassiopei while it is not configured.

The Cassiopei's requires the following sequence of commands independent of it's operating mode.

LOAD  <return>

The computer will now ask you to “press play on tape”:
– press the PLAY/REC button on the Cassiopei to load the currently selected game/program
– press the MENU button in order to load the menu program to define your new settings.

Note:

When a program is loaded using the Cassiopei's fastloader, the program is executed directly after it 
has finished loading. However . TAP files do no use the Cassiopei's fastloader and depending on 
the .TAP file itself it may be required to type in RUN.
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2.5   General usage of the Cassiopei
The following paragraphs will describe the overal functionality of the Cassiopei, functionality that 
is similar for all supported computer models.

2.5.1   Compatibillity
Jiffy-DOS

The  Cassiopei  is  not  compatible  with  JiffyDOS  equiped  computers.  This  because  Jiffy-DOS 
disables the use of the cassette and occupies the cassette buffer in memory. Therefore the Cassiopei 
cannot  function properly.  A simple  workaround  would be to  disable  JiffyDOS or  to  load the 
programs that require the use of the Cassiopei from disk.

Cartridges

The  Cassiopei  may  function  with  various  kind  of  cartridges,  however  cartridges  that  add 
functionality in the form of speedloaders and BASIC extensions might cause problems as they 
might  occupy  important  memory locations  (BASIC  jump vectors).  Regarding  the  “PRG slow 
loading  mode”  (standard  kernal  loader)  and  the  “.TAP  file  loading  mode”  there  are  no 
imcompatibillities to be expected (considering the .TAP and .PRG program itself is compatible 
with the cartridge).

2.5.2   LOAD and SAVE
The Cassiopei  can  LOAD and  SAVE using the standard tape protocol.  This  means that  (if  your 
Cassiopei is configured correctly)  you can type in a program on your CBM computer and type the 
SAVE”<FILENAME>” command. When the computer asks you to “PRESS REC AND PLAY ON 
TAPE”, you press the Play/Rec button on the Cassiopei and the computer will record the program. The 
program will be stored onto the Cassiopei's flash memory and can be copied to you PC using USB and 
the Cassiopei manager software.

ATTENTION: do not press the Play/Rec button before the computer says “PRESS REC AND PLAY 
ON TAPE” because if you do the Cassiopei cannot detect the recording signal and will go into play 
mode. If you accidentally press to soon, simply press the reset button on the Cassiopei, wait 2 seconds 
and then do what you intended to do.

Once you are saving using the SAVE command you'll might notice that the Cassiopei stops at exactly 
half the time it takes to save the file. This is correct and for a good reason. Commodore's tape protocol 
allways send the file twice. Meaning that the file you save will be stored twice on your tape. This is 
called redundancy and used for protecting the file against errors on the tape. But because the Cassiopei's 
flash memory is much more reliable then the tape system, there is no need to use this redundancy and 
the Cassiopei saves the fileto the flash memory and ignoring the redundant data. Saving you half the 
time. Once you've noticed that the cassiopei is ready with saving the file (LED activity changes to 
indicate this), you may abort the saving operation using the run/stop button of your commodore.

Note: when saving a file make sure that you choose a unique filename for your file to be saved. If you 
choose a filename that already exists on the Cassiopei's flash memory then you have files with identical 
names, no data is lost but it will become very confusing for the user to choose the correct file. Renaming 
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files on the cassiopei's flash memory filesystem is not possible. If you want to rename a file, then extract 
the file to your PC, delete it from the Cassiopei's flash, rename it on the PC and copy it to the Cassiopei. 

Note: the cassiopei can store up to 8MByte of data on it's internal flash memory. However considering 
the time it takes to save using the standard tape protocol the max. file size of a file to save using the 
SAVE command is limitted to a max filesize of 128KByte. Which is a lot and in most cases more then 
the memory of the CBM computer you are using. Food for thought: the standard tape protocol has an 
effective transfer rate of 50 bytes/sec, meaning that you'll be waiting for more then 43 minutes before 
you've saved more then the buffer can handle (>128KBytes).

2.5.3   Cross development

The Cassiopei is a great device to use for cross development as you can very quickly transfer data 
between your PC development suite to your CBM computer. Offcourse, a lot of testing can de done 
using emulators, but sometimes you just require the real thing for proper testing.

A  great  tool  for  the  actual  programming  would  be  CBM  program  studio  from  Arthur  Jordison 
(http://www.ajordison.co.uk/index.html),  this  tool  alows  you  to  program  in  BASIC  and  Assembly 
language for  a broad range of  platforms (PET 2001,  VIC20,  C64, C128,  C16/Plus4).  All  example 
programs for the Cassiopei were written using this tool.

The best way to learn programming, is by taking an existing program and taking it apart... modifying it 
until it does what you want it to do. And now you have the all tools for it! For the fastest method of 
testing, use the virtual file mode. With a minimum of key presses you program is transferred into your 
CBM computer.
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2.5.4   BASIC wedge
Note:

The  Cassiopei's  BASIC wegde is  currently  only  available for the C64.  The intension is to 
develop a wedge for the other CBM computers as well, however this has some challenges as not 
every computer has enough room in it's memory to store/handle a large BASIC wedge.

Attention:  

This manual asumes that you have the configuration program installed that incorporates the BASIC 
wedge, this because there is also a configuration program without the wedge availble (this because 
it loads a little bit faster due to it's smaller size).

The BASIC wedge is a small program that adds extra BASIC commands to the standard BASIC. 
The wedge is stored in a safe location that is not being used by BASIC routines. You can load the 
wedge by loading the configuration program (simply press the menu button after giving the load 
command and the computer requests you to “press play on tape”). When the configuration program 
(or menu) is loaded you can exit without choosing a file using the wedge function, then the wedge 
appears and you can try it out. The idea by putting the wedge in the configuration program is 
simple. When you load your programs through this tool, the wedge does not need to be loaded 
seperately. The wedge remians in memory until the computer is switched of OR it is overwritten by 
another program.You can test the presence of the wedge by typing the following command: 

!HELP

If you want to load a program that uses the wedge, just select that program in the menu and exit 
using the “save and exit” function, the program you've chosen is now loaded. If your program is not 
overwriting  the  wedge  then  it  will  be  available  during  the  runtime  of  your  loaded  program. 
However in order to use it it must be enabled first ! The example below, activates the wedge in the 
first line of the program

5 SYS 49500 :REM ACTIVATE WEDGE (C64)
10 A=!ADC,0 :REM ADC VALUE CHAN-0
20 PRINT”ADC VALUE =”;A
30 GOTO 100

Although resetting your computer doesn't delete the wedge, it does require to be activated. It can be 
re-activated by using the SYS command as shown in the example above.

For  many more examples about the Cassiopei  functionality  and the wedge,  see the chapter  “CPIO 
messages definitions”
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2.5.5   Speech synthesizer

The Cassiopei has a simple speech synthesizer that requires two additional support files to be installed 
onto the Cassiopei. These files are: a system file (.SYS)  and a vocabulary file (.VOC). These files can 
be found in the download section of the Casiopei's website. 

A .SYS file is a file holding the individual samples required to speak a word, these small bit's of sound 
are called phonemes. Every language has it's own set of phonemes. And with these phonemes you can 
create any word. By playing back the proper sequence of phonemes a word is pronounced. The correct 
sequence of phonemes can be determined using a set of gramatical rules, but is not always accurate. The 
other aproach is to define every word in a vocabulary. This is more accurate and also easier for the 
programmer who writes the speech synthesizer software (who is also the author of this document, yep, 
me). Unfortunately it limits the freedom of speech to the definitions in the vocabulary. In practice, this 
does not have to be a problem. The Cassiopei uses the vocabulary principle and therfore requires a 
.VOC file.

The tool to edit these files is still under development.
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3   Technical details

Cassiopei
technical details
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3.1   Tape protocol of the CBM's kernal loader

3.1.1   Signal encoding

Shown here is the pilot wave (a.k.a. trailing tone). It  is the long 
beep at the start of each program. As you can see, the sinewave it 
not a very clean one. It looks more like a triangle. Fortunately this 
is not a real problem as the signal is digitized by a schmitt trigger 
circuit into a digital high or low value.

The upper signal is the signal as read from tape. The lower signal is 
the digitized value that is send to the computer. The signal shown is 
the signal defined as a series of S's.The S stands for Short pulse 
(more about this at the bottom of this page)

The system uses three different frequencies that and are always used in pairs. The only exception is the 
pilot tone because this is just a series of S's for several seconds. The pilot tone is used for the C64 to 
lock into the tape signal. This because the tape could have been recorded on a different recorder with a 
different speed. Since the Pilot tone is of a defined frequency, the C64 can measure the freq. of the pilot 
tone and compensate for the difference in tape speed. This is why the pilot tone is heared for several 
seconds. Also, when a tape is started it requires time to get to the proper and stable speed. This also add 
to the length of the pilot tone. You can imagine that a digital system does not have these tape speed 
problems and for those systems (like the Cassiopei) the pilot tone can be many times shorter, but only if 
the generated signals are perfectly within the range of the specifications.

Pulse duration specifications

Theoretical values for S, M and L as described in a “Data Becker” book (C64, VIC20, PET, C128)
Short   : a sine of 2840Hz (=>352uS), this means that a high-pulse takes 176uS and that the low -pulse takes 176uS

Medium : a sine of 1953Hz (=>512uS), this means that a high-pulse takes 256uS and that the low -pulse takes 256uS

Long    : a sine of 1488Hz (=>672uS), this means that a high-pulse takes 336uS and that the low -pulse takes 336uS

The C16 and Plus4 use slightly different timings
Short   : a sine of 2045Hz
Medium : a sine of 1036Hz
Long    : a sine of 520Hz

The following combinations are defined: Pilot wave : S
Byte marker waves (more data follows) : LM
Byte marker waves (end-of-data) : LS
Data waves bit = 0 : SM
Data waves    bit = 1 : MS

Note: somewhere on the internet there is a rumor that the C16/Plus4 were originally designe to operate on 2MHz instead of 1MHz. And that for some reason 
on the very last minute in the design it was decided to lower the freq. To 1MHz. This information was derived from the fact that the tape frequencies were 
exactly half the freq. of the other CBM models. But if you look at the info above this isn't the really case at all. Sure 1036 looks like the halve of 1953, but if  
this were true then why 520Hz and not 744Hz and why 2045Hz and not 1420Hz. The real reason why these signals are different is still  unknown to me, but 
I doubt it has to do anything with  the intended operating frequency of the computer itself.
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3.1.2   Polarity of the signal

Now you might have wondered why is this important. Very simple. The C64 outputs a write signal to 
the tape that is the inverse of the signal read back from the tape. This is a pitfall you can easily step into 
if you do not know this. So you can imagine that during the development of the Cassiopei I fell into this 
pitfall and did not understand why my signal could not be read back into the C64. The reason was 
simple in the end. I needed to invert it.

When you consider that  the C64 only can detect the falling edge of the read tape signal (digitized 
tape output is connected to the CIA's FLAG input) it becomes clear that the C64 measures the time of a 
complete (digitized) sine. It does not detect the individual high or low pulse. It detects the falling edges 
of the pulse, which is very smart as it  can be done using interrupts.  Because the falling edges are 
triggered (and not the width of the high or low pulse) it is important that the signal is presented in the 
proper way. In other words in the correct polarity. When (for whatever reason) it is inverted then the 
C64 can no longer measure the duration of the digitized sine. Below are 2 signals. As you can see in the 
picture below, the first signal should be inverted. Because when it is not inverted the digitized sine is 
measured incorrectly and undefined timing values are detected which causes the C64 to generate a 
LOAD ERROR
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3.1.3   How a byte is recorded

Data is transferred with odd parity (can be calculated by XOR of all Bits with starting value is 1).
Example: 1 XOR bit0 XOR bit1 XOR bit2 XOR bit3 XOR bit4 XOR bit5 XOR bit6 XOR bit7.

Pay attention to the fact that the LSB is send first. The byte marker indicates whether or not this is the 
last byte.

Byte marker Bit-0 Bit-1 Bit-2 Bit-3 Bit-4 Bit-5 Bit-6 Bit-7 Odd parity

The byte marker does not need to produce and end-of-data after the checksum byte of the header and 
repeated header because the header is a fixed length. It does produce an end-of-data marker for the data 
and repeated data blocks. Below is shown what happens when an end-of-data marker is transmitted (LS) 
there is simply nothing more send. No more bits follow. When the end-of-data byte marker is used it 
indicates that the block has finished.

bytemarker
= LM

B0 B1 B2 B3 B4 B5 B6 B7 parity

bytemarker
= LS

- - - - - - - - -

Leader:
A 10 second leader is written on the tape before recording of the data or program commences. This 
leader has two functions; first it allows the tape motor to reach the correct speed, and secondly the 
sequence of short pulses written on the leader is used to synchronize the read routine timing to the 
timing on the tape. The operating system can thus produce a correction factor which allows a very wide 
variation in tape speed without affecting reading. 

Interrecorded gaps:
Interrecord gaps (2 sec.) are primarily used in ASCII files and their function is to allow the tape motor 
time to decelerate after being turned off and accelerate to the correct speed when turned on prior to a 
block read or write.  Each inter-record gap is approximately two seconds long and is recorded as a 
sequence of short pulses in the same manner as the 10 second leader. 

Trailer:
The protocol allows the use of trailers. This is just like the leader but then at the end of the file. This is 
optional and allmost never used. The Cassiopei, does not make use of trailers as it does not add any 
bennefits.
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3.1.4   Structure on the tape

When C64 Saves data to tape it normally creates 4 tape blocks. First two are HEADER (always the 
same length: 202 bytes) and last two are DATA. The header and program are repeated to create the 
simplest  form  of  error  checking,  when  both  versions are  identical,  then  loading  must  have  been 
successful.

LEADER : 0x6A00  S's (approx 10 Sec) *
ID : 0x89 0x88 0x87 0x86 0x86 0x84 0x83 0x82 0x81
HEADER : 192 bytes (see next chapter)
CHECK : 1 byte that represents the XOR of the data in this block

LEADER : 79 waves (consists only of S)
ID : 0x09 0x08 0x07 0x06 0x05 0x04 0x03 0x02 0x01
HEADER Rep. : (repeated) 192 bytes (see next chapter)
CHECK : 1 byte that represents the XOR of the data in this block
TRAILER : this is not required, but doesn't hurt either

silence (roughly 0.4 seconds)
tape stops, computer waits for user to press space... within 5 seconds...

LEADER : 0x1A00 S's (approx 2 Sec) *
ID : 0x89 0x88 0x87 0x86 0x86 0x84 0x83 0x82 0x81
PROGRAM : the actual program data
CHECK : 1 byte that represents the XOR of the data in this block

LEADER : 79 waves
ID : 0x09 0x08 0x07 0x06 0x05 0x04 0x03 0x02 0x01
PROGRAM Rep. : the actual program data (repeated)
CHECK : 1 byte that represents the XOR of the data in this block

*: the Cassiopei uses 1000 pulses, this works fine. This is possible because the Cassiopei is a digital 
system that does not suffer from motors/tapes that require time to get up to speed or slowing down 
(slightly oscillating on start or finish). This is great as it greatly reduces the time required for loading 
our programs. Since the leader sometimes takes up more time then the actual program.

Note:
The above is for the situation that a program is saved using: SAVE "FILENAME",1
But  when a  program is  saved using:  SAVE “FILENAME”,1,2   then  an  "End-of-tape marker"  is 
requested to be written AFTER the program that is saved. In that case the CBM computer writes an 
additional empty HEADER. This header will only be found if the user tries to read directly after the 
saved program. So actually it doesn't change the saved program in any way. It justs adds the beginning 
of a second empty file.
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Header
offset Bytes 

used
Cassette buffer
VIC20, C64 mem. loc.

Cassette buffer
C16, Plus4 mem. loc.

Cassette buffer # 1
PET 2001

information

0 1 0x033C 0x0332 0x027A File type

1 1 0x033D 0x0333 0x027B Load address Low

2 1 0x033E 0x0334 0x027C Load address High

3 1 0x033F 0x0335 0x027D End address+1 Low

4 1 0x0340 0x0336 0x027E End address+1 high

5 16 0x0341 - 0x0350 0x0337 - 0x0346 0x027F - 0x028E File name

21 171 0x0351 - 0x03FB 0x0347 – 0x03F1 0x028F - 0x0339 Unused (note 1)

File type
ID information

1 Basic file (note 2)

2 Data block (for sequential file)

3 Fixed address file (note 3)

4 Sequential file

5 End of tape maker

Note 1:
The “unused” area of the cassette buffer would normally contain all spaces (0x20), but there could also 
be data. For example, many turbo loaders put part of their code in here. Also the Cassiopei uses this area 
to load it's loader routines. The C16 and Plus 4 are using filenames of 17 characters instead of 16, this 
means that  the 17th character  is located in first  byte  of  the unused area,  but the PET's  even allow 
128bytes?!?!? The Cassiopei simply uses 16 chars, no fuss.

Note 2: 
For the VIC20, C64, etc. files are relocatable: the start address is moved to the location pointed to by the 
zero page locations 0x2B and 0x2C (C64), and the end address is moved by the same amount. This 
happens when loading a BASIC program with LOAD"NAME",1
Thowever, this can be overridden by typing: LOAD"NAME",1,1 
In those cases, the start and end addresses provided by the header will always be used. HOWEVER for a 
PET computer this isn't quite the case. As files AREN'T relocatable. Files will allways be loaded to the 
address as specified in the file. 

Note 3:
Fixed address files: the start and end addresses provided by the header will always be used, no matter 
what the flag ,1,1  (as used in LOAD”NAME”,1,1 ) is set or not. This is very usefull for auto starting 
programs as it prevents the loading to any other address then the address specified in the header itself. 
HOWEVER this functionality isn't the same on a PET, there it is best to load files with the filetype 1. If 
you would attempt to load a file with filetype 3 on a PET, then it simply ignores the file (took me half a 
day to figure that one out...)
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3.1.5   Data on the tape
Now we know what  signals  there  are  on  a  tape  and how we should  interpret  them you  may be 
wondering how the actual  data would look like if  you would capture all the individual bytes.  This 
paragraph gives an example of a small program and the bytes that are stored onto the tape.

10 PRINT”HOERA HET WERKT”;
20 GOTO 10

The above program results in the following data when saved to tape:

Header:
byte 000 = 01
byte 001 = 01
byte 002 = 08
byte 003 = 24
byte 004 = 08
byte 005 = 20
byte 006 = 20
byte 007 = 20
byte 008 = 20
byte 009 = 20
byte 010 = 20
byte 011 = 20
byte 012 = 20
byte 013 = 20
byte 014 = 20
byte 015 = 20
byte 016 = 20
byte 017 = 20
byte 018 = 20
byte 019 = 20
byte 020 = 20
byte 021 = 20
byte 022 = 20
byte 023 = 20
byte 024 = 20
byte 025 = 20
byte 026 = 20
byte 027 = 20
byte 028 = 20
byte 029 = 20
byte 030 = 20
byte 031 = 20
byte 032 = 20
byte 033 = 20
byte 034 = 20
byte 035 = 20
byte 036 = 20
byte 037 = 20
byte 038 = 20
byte 039 = 20
byte 040 = 20
byte 041 = 20
byte 042 = 20
byte 043 = 20
byte 044 = 20
byte 045 = 20

byte 046 = 20
byte 047 = 20
byte 048 = 20
byte 049 = 20
byte 050 = 20
byte 051 = 20
byte 052 = 20
byte 053 = 20
byte 054 = 20
byte 055 = 20
byte 056 = 20
byte 057 = 20
byte 058 = 20
byte 059 = 20
byte 060 = 20
byte 061 = 20
byte 062 = 20
byte 063 = 20
byte 064 = 20
byte 065 = 20
byte 066 = 20
byte 067 = 20
byte 068 = 20
byte 069 = 20
byte 070 = 20
byte 071 = 20
byte 072 = 20
byte 073 = 20
byte 074 = 20
byte 075 = 20
byte 076 = 20
byte 077 = 20
byte 078 = 20
byte 079 = 20
byte 080 = 20
byte 081 = 20
byte 082 = 20
byte 083 = 20
byte 084 = 20
byte 085 = 20
byte 086 = 20
byte 087 = 20
byte 088 = 20
byte 089 = 20
byte 090 = 20
byte 091 = 20
byte 092 = 20

byte 093 = 20
byte 094 = 20
byte 095 = 20
byte 096 = 20
byte 097 = 20
byte 098 = 20
byte 099 = 20
byte 100 = 20
byte 101 = 20
byte 102 = 20
byte 103 = 20
byte 104 = 20
byte 105 = 20
byte 106 = 20
byte 107 = 20
byte 108 = 20
byte 109 = 20
byte 110 = 20
byte 111 = 20
byte 112 = 20
byte 113 = 20
byte 114 = 20
byte 115 = 20
byte 116 = 20
byte 117 = 20
byte 118 = 20
byte 119 = 20
byte 120 = 20
byte 121 = 20
byte 122 = 20
byte 123 = 20
byte 124 = 20
byte 125 = 20
byte 126 = 20
byte 127 = 20
byte 128 = 20
byte 129 = 20
byte 130 = 20
byte 131 = 20
byte 132 = 20
byte 133 = 20
byte 134 = 20
byte 135 = 20
byte 136 = 20
byte 137 = 20
byte 138 = 20
byte 139 = 20

byte 140 = 20
byte 141 = 20
byte 142 = 20
byte 143 = 20
byte 144 = 20
byte 145 = 20
byte 146 = 20
byte 147 = 20
byte 148 = 20
byte 149 = 20
byte 150 = 20
byte 151 = 20
byte 152 = 20
byte 153 = 20
byte 154 = 20
byte 155 = 20
byte 156 = 20
byte 157 = 20
byte 158 = 20
byte 159 = 20
byte 160 = 20
byte 161 = 20
byte 162 = 20
byte 163 = 20
byte 164 = 20
byte 165 = 20
byte 166 = 20
byte 167 = 20
byte 168 = 20
byte 169 = 20
byte 170 = 20
byte 171 = 20
byte 172 = 20
byte 173 = 20
byte 174 = 20
byte 175 = 20
byte 176 = 20
byte 177 = 20
byte 178 = 20
byte 179 = 20
byte 180 = 20
byte 181 = 20
byte 182 = 20
byte 183 = 20
byte 184 = 20
byte 185 = 20
byte 186 = 20

byte 187 = 20
byte 188 = 20
byte 189 = 20
byte 190 = 20
byte 191 = 20
byte 192 = 04

Data:
byte 000 = 19
byte 001 = 08
byte 002 = 0A
byte 003 = 00
byte 004 = 99
byte 005 = 22
byte 006 = 48
byte 007 = 4F
byte 008 = 45
byte 009 = 52
byte 010 = 41
byte 011 = 20
byte 012 = 48
byte 013 = 45
byte 014 = 54
byte 015 = 20
byte 016 = 57
byte 017 = 45
byte 018 = 52
byte 019 = 4B
byte 020 = 54
byte 021 = 22
byte 022 = 3B
byte 023 = 00
byte 024 = 22
byte 025 = 08
byte 026 = 14
byte 027 = 00
byte 028 = 89
byte 029 = 20
byte 030 = 31
byte 031 = 30
byte 032 = 00
byte 033 = 00
byte 034 = 00
byte 035 = 78
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3.2   How the auto-starting fastloader works

As the principle of operation is for most CBM's the same, therefor this will only be about the C64. The 
C64 has in it's memory a few locations that are not really used. The first is the unused section in the 
header of the standard tape protocol. This is 171 bytes that is unused but required for loading/saving. It 
is stored into memory locations 0x0351-0x03FB. The area 0x02A7-0x02FF (89 bytes) is unused and 
conveniently close  to the Basic warm start vector, located at 0x0302-0x0303.
So we write a program that is stored in memory in 0x02A7-0x02FF and further in 0x0351-0x03FB.
However when we make the small part of our program 4 bytes bigger then 89 bytes, we will write into 
the “Print BASIC error message vector” and the “BASIC warm start vector”, we'll fill the “Print BASIC 
error message vector” with the default value of 0x8B and 0xE3 and we fill the “BASIC warm start 
vector” with the start address of our program. Notice that 0x0302 holds the low byte of that address and 
that 0x0303 holds the high byte.

When the C64 has finished loading our program stored in partially free memory and partially in the 
cassette buffer will  be called automatically,  because the “BASIC warm start  vector”  holds the start 
address of our program. And then the fun begins, using the CPIO protocol the Cassiopei is requested to 
transfer the final program. This will load the program byte by byte until finished. The the program can 
be executed. But first we must make sure that the following registers are set:

0x2D, 0x2F, 0x31, 0xAE must contain the low byte of the end address of our just loaded program 
0x2E, 0x30, 0x32, 0xAF must contain the high byte of the end address of our just loaded program 

Also memory area 0x02A7 – 0x02FF must be cleaned up. Because the C64 does not use this area and 
fills this area with 0x00 on reset. Some programs expect these values. And if there are other values 
sotred then 0x00 in this area, the executed program might behave unexpected. For instance the Final 
Cartridge III uses 0x02AA for a flag that keep track of the basic TRACE function. And I've seen a demo 
flicker because of the values in this memory area. So clean using 0's and everything would be OK.

Although currently it seems to work without the suggestions below (source: Gideon Z.):
to set store the value 0x40 to zero page address 0x90 (status byte, 0x40 means end of file)
to set store the value 0x01 to zero page address 0xBA (current device number, 1=datasette)
to set store the value 0x00 to zero page address 0x35
to set store the value 0xA0 to zero page address 0x36
to set store the value 0x00 to zero page address 0x02
set stack pointer to 0xFB (LDX #$FB followed by TXS)

Then we can finally start executing our program. And we do that by typing RUN... well not really. We 
poke “R”,“shift+U”,“<return>” (the short notation for RUN<return>) into the keyboard buffer. Then we 
set the zero page address 0xC6 to 3 because that is the number of characters we've just put into the 
keyboard buffer. Then we release the interrupts again (using CLI command) and we jump to the basic 
input loop vector (0xA480). That will notice the run command in the keyboard buffer and execution 
begins just as if we manually typed RUN<return>.

We use the return trick simply because this proved to be the most effective, typing run appears to set 
some basic  flags  we otherwise needed to  set  in  our  loader  program at  the cost  of  many bytes  of 
programming space. Which is something that we simply cannot afford to do in the limited area 0x02A7-
0x02FF and 0x0351-0x03FB.
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3.3   CPIO protocol

The CPIO (Cassette Port Input Output) protocol is a protocol designed to interface a slave device to a 
CBM computer (it started with a C64) using the cassette port. The intention of the CPIO is to have a fast 
synchronous and bi directional (half duplex) protocol to transfer data between the CBM computer and 
it's slave.

CPIO is defined as a synchronous protocol to make sure that the VIC (the C64's video processor) can 
continue to operate without causing problems of disturbing the timing of the data transfer protocol. In 
other words during the fast data transfer of the Cassiopei there is no need to disable the screen (to 
prevent  the  VIC  from  interrupting  the  timing).  Disabling  of  the  screen  is  known  to  be  used  for 
LOADING and SAVING from the datasette during normal use. The CPIO protocol does not require 
disabling the screen. So You can have a high data transfer rate without errors and with all the fancy 
things on your screen visible.

The slave device can be all sort of devices. Using the CPIO in combination with a fast micro-controller 
connected  to  the  cassette  port  of  a  CBM computer,  the  number  of  possible  applications  becomes 
unlimited. For example an AD-converter, simple digital IO, fast serial port UART, counter, etc. But also 
file  loading  becomes  possible.  Important  to  know  is that  the  CPIO  device  must  be  capable  of 
transferring data over the cassette port as if the device is a datasette. This makes it possible to have the 
application as well as the software for that application into one device. Because the CPIO is a fast 
protocol, the application software can be loaded according a 2 step procedure. The user simply types 
LOAD and the CBM computer initiates a load sequence as if it would load from a real datasette. The 
device loads a small piece of software into the CBM which incorporates the CPIO protocol. Because 
this code will auto start the user does not have to do anything anymore until the application becomes 
fully active.

The CBM computer is the slowest device and therefore determines the max. speed of the CPIO protocol.
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3.3.1   The CPIO protocol's signals (synchronous 8- bit)
Master : CBM computer
Slave : Cassiopei or any other device using the CPIO protocol

Attention:
This signal indicates to the slave the desired state of communication. When this signal goes high, the 
slave is expected to respond with READY = low as soon as possible. When this signal goes low, the 
slave must finish it's current byte read/write action and then stop communication.
This signal is actually the motor power line. It is driven by a power transistor, which is relatively slow. 
Also this line should be loaded with a few hundred ohm in order to make the high to low transition 
faster (820 Ohm is sufficient, this will dissipate approx. 1/8 Watt when the ATTENTION is high, it is 
not much compared to the current of the motor, but it is enough to drain the voltage quickly). Because 
this signal  is so slow, we must clear this signal  before we send or read the last byte.  Deactivating 
attention takes approx 150uSec on a C64. By deactivating the attention signal just before the last byte is 
send/received the attention signal will become deactivated in the middle of the byte (because it is so 
slow). What means that it is stable when the byte has finished. Which is exactly the moment that the 
attention signal is being sampled for it's state by the connected slave device. This is the best way of 
working around this slow signal without compromising the data transfer speed.

low = no communication 
high = communication with slave
default = low

Clock:
This signal makes the data transfer synchronous required for high speed communication. The clock line 
is controlled by the master. CLOCK will go low as soon as the slave responds with a READY = low.

low      = data setup (slave/master are expected to write directly after the falling edge)
high     =data stable (slave/master are expected to read directly after the rising edge)
default = high

Data:
bi-directional  data  line.  This  line  is  Read  or  Write,  the  master  determines  the  direction  of 
communication. This is defined in the first byte (mode byte) of each communication session.

low      =  logical '0'
high     =  logical '1'
default = high

Ready (active low):
This signal indicates if the slave is ready to communicate, as long as this signal is high, the master will 
not start with lowering the CLOCK line. Please note that the C64 can only detect the falling edge of this 
signal (READY is connected to the Flag input of the CIA, which is an edge negative triggered input 
pin).

low      =  slave is ready for communication
high     =  slave is busy
default = high
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This page shows the signalling of the CPIO (the pinout described are for the C64).
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3.3.2   The CPIO protocol's signals (asynchronous 4 -bit)
The 8-bit format as described on the previous pages is very practical as it is a synchronous protocol. The 
clock keeps the data transfer perfectly alligned between master and slave. So that protocol is very stable 
and safe,  no matter  what disturbs the timing,  no data will  get  lost.  Unfortunately,  the clock signal 
generating and detection takes time, so this protocol isn't optimal when it comes to speed. For some 
situations where speed IS of the essence it might be usefull to have an alternative. That situation is 
sample  playback.  CBM computers  that  feature  a  sound chip  can  playback  digitized  sound,  a.k.a. 
digis.These sound samples are 4 bits, due to the limits of the volume register of those sound chips. So a 
fast protocol of 4 bits is described below. Be aware that this protocol requires very accurate timing 
routines for the slave and the master. Currently this is only used for the transfer of 4-bit sound.
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3.4   CPIO messages definitions

The Cassiopei  is  a device  that  has many functions.  Therefore  the master  (CBM) needs to tell  the 
Cassiopei  in which mode it  should operate.  Because it  can do so many,  the CBM (or actually the 
software of the CBM) must be aware of the exact flow of data.

Therefore the CPIO protocol demands that the first byte in each session is the mode-byte. This byte 
describes the slaves mode of operation. All bytes that follow can be read or write.
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3.4.1   Command: Load

This function is intended for the CPIO configuration program and it not recommended for other 
purposes.

Load file 
CPIO_LOAD

read PROGRAM from slave, this mode is useful as it is faster then the standard tape protocol

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 Slave write data Low byte of file's last byte address in C64 RAM

3 Slave write data High byte of file's last byte address in C64 RAM

4 Slave write data Low byte of LOAD address of file's first byte's address in C64 RAM 

5 Slave write data High byte of LOAD address of file's first byte's address in C64 RAM

6-... Slave write data The file to be loaded

End Slave write data This byte may be discarded, it is just a dummy in order to keep our 6502 
loops simple, since this last byte is a dummy, we do not need to process it 
and the loading loop does not need to check for it.
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3.4.2   Command: Dataload

This routine is for loading data from a file, for instance if you program a game that requires data which 
is stored in a file (a screen for instance, or a (set of) images or perhaps a playfield). This command is not 
intended to load a game or program into the CBM memory. Although not impossible, the CPIO_LOAD 
command is designed for that function. This command loads only from data files.

Load from data file
Before we can load data, we must specify the filetype, offset and filename using CPIO_PARAMETER

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

2 Master write data MSB of 24bit offset value

3 Master write data . . .  of 24bit offset value

4 Master write data LSB of 24 bit offset value

5 Master write data 1st ASCII character of  the filename

6 Master write data 2nd ASCII character of  the filename

7 Master write data 3rd ASCII character of  the filename

.. ... ... ...

n Master write data n-th ASCII character of  the filename

Load from data file
CPIO_DATALOAD

Read data from a specified file stored on the Cassiopei's flash memory

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1

2 Slave write data 0 = Error: file could not been found
1 = Ready to transfer data

3 Slave Write data First byte read from the specified position in the file

.. ... ... ...

n Slave write data n-th byte read from the specified position + n in the file

How to load data from a file using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
!DATLO
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3.4.3   Command: Save

This command is not implemented

Save file 
CPIO_SAVE

save PROGRAM to slave, this mode is useful as it is faster then the standard tape protocol

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

2 Master write data Low byte of load address of file

3 Master write data High byte of load address of file

4-end Master write data The file to be saved
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3.4.4   Command: File info from flash

This function is intended for the CPIO configuration program and it not recommended for other 
purposes.

Load File info from flash
CPIO_DIRECTORY_FLASH

request the file info of file with index ..., useful for a file selection menu and showing directories
(only user files of the type .PRG are supported)

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0

2 Master write File type

3 Master write index  Value 0-255

4 Slave write Status 0= file not found   1=file found

5 Slave write data 1st char of filename   (if not used then value 0x20=space)

6 Slave write data 2nd char of filename   (if not used then value 0x20=space)

The returned data is identical to the file structure of .PRG files

3.4.5   Command: Get remaining space

This function is intended for the CPIO configuration program and it not recommended for other 
purposes. This requests the free space on the flash memory in blocks.

Get remaining space
CPIO_GETREMAININGSPACE

request the file info of file with index ..., useful for a file selection menu and showing directories
(only user files of the type .PRG are supported)

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0

2 Slave write File type Low byte of the available space in blocks

3 Slave write index High byte of the available space in blocks
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3.4.6   Command: Simulate button

This function is intended for the CPIO configuration program and it not recommended for other 
purposes.

Simulate button 
CPIO_BUTTON

read PROGRAM from slave, this mode is useful as it is faster then the standard tape protocol

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1

2 Master write function Indicate what button function needs to be simulated

Function byte
Value Simulated button Information

0x01 PLAY This value simulates that the PLAY button is pressed
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3.4.7   Command: Read ADC

Read ADC value
CPIO_ADC

read from ADC mode, this device will respond with the results of the ADC of channel 1

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

2 Master write channel Value that indicates the ADC channel to be read

3 Slave write data 2 MSB's of the 10 bits ADC result (the first six bits are 0)

4 Slave write data 8 LSB's of the 10 bits ADC result

The possible ADC channels are:
0 : connected to pin 3 of the expansion connector
1 : connected to pin 5 of the expansion connector

See the section Expansion port for more detail on how to use these inputs correctly.

How to get and ADC value using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command PRINT !ADC,0 you can do the AD conversion and print it to the screen.
But this is not very usefull. We want to work with the ADC value, because your application most likely 
requires some scaling of the value to convert int into a temperature of voltage. The example below uses 
R1=10 Kohm and R2=1 Kohm.

Example:

10 REM READ THE VOLTAGE VALUE OF THE ADC USING VOLTAGE DEVIDER
20 MAX=1023:REM MAX VALUE OF ADC
30 VCC=3.30:REM CASSIOPEI WORKING VOLTAGE
40 BIT=VCC/MAX:REM THE VALUE OF A SINGLE LSB
50 SCALE=(1000+10000)/1000
60 REM -------
100 A=!ADC,0 :REM get the value from ADC channel 0
110 U = A * BIT * SCALE
120 PRINT”VOLTAGE =”;LEFT$(STR$(U),5)
130 GOTO 100

Note: 
Line 30: improve accuracy using the measured voltage using a voltmeter on pin 7 of the exp. connector
Line 50: improve accuracy check the exact values of the used resistors
Line 120: the LEFT$ function is used to limit the number of printed digits, experiment with value 5
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3.4.8   Command: Read / Write EEPROM

The  EEPROM  function  is  not  really  reading/saving  the  data  from/to  EEPROM  as  the  18F26J50 
microcontroller used in the Cassiopei has no available EEPROM. But the Cassiopei has several Mbytes 
of flash memory, so storage is not really a problem. But one thing that must be kept in mind is that Flash 
can only be written in blocks. While EEPROM can be written in bytes.  In order to change a value in a 
flash block the entire block need to be read, change the desired byte and then rewritten back to flash. 
Because the memory of the Cassiopei microcontroller is smaller then the size of a flash block it is 
impossible to read a single block into memory in order to modify it. Although it is possible to work 
around this it is quite inefficient considering the wear on the flash block holding the data. 

This functionality is therefore reserved for storing the Cassiopei's settings. This function will not be 
available in the BASIC wedge. If storage room is required it is best to connect a I2C EEPROM memory, 
these are small 8 pin IC's that can hold up to many KiloBytes of data. The cassiopei's expansion port has 
a I2C databus and the Cassiopei's BASIC wedge has I2C commands to easily use this bus.

To reduce wear on the flash memory a crude method of wear leveling has been implemented but at the 
cost of the usable memory locations. This is no problem as the Cassiopei only requires a few registers 
for storing it's settings. This results in a system that is capable of writing a single value every 5 minutes 
for 16 years before the flash memory is out of specifications. In practice this simply means that the 
simulated EEPROM never wears out.

Location 0x00 is used for storing the Cassiopei operating mode
Location 0x01 is used for storing the Cassiopei file index
Location 0x02 is used for storing the computer model that is used with the Cassiopei

Read EEPROM
CPIO_EEPROM_RD

read from byte from EEPROM

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1

2 Master write address X X X X Address (15 locations)

3 Slave write data Data read from EEPROM

Write EEPROM
CPIO_EEPROM_WR
write data to EEPROM

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0

2 Master write address X X X X Address (15 locations)

3 Master write data Data that needs to be writen to EEPROM
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3.4.9   Command: DTMF generator

Generate DTMF signal 
CPIO_DTMF

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 1

2 Master write data X X X X 4 bit value of DTMF tone

The DTMF signal is outputted on pin 2 of the cassiopei's expansion port, see the section Expansion port 
for more detail on how to use this correctly.

DTMF signals are the “musical notes” you hear when you press the numer keys on your telephone. 
DTMF stands for Dual Tone Multiple Frequency, it is used by telephone companies to determine the 
telephone  number  you  are  dialing.  This  sound of  it  is  very  distinctive  and  recognized  by allmost 
everyone who has ever used a telephone. There are 16 possible notes 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,A,B,C,D,E,F

How to generate DTMF tones using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command !DTMF,KEY command you can generate DTMF signals

Example:

!DTMF,0<RETURN>  This generates the “tone”you would hear when you dial 0 on your telephone
!DTMF,3<RETURN>  This generates the “tone”you would hear when you dial 3 on your telephone

But if you want te generate a sequence of tones a program would be better, example shown below:

10 RESTORE
20 READ A
30 IF A=255 THEN 100
40 !DTMF,A
50 FOR L = 0 TO 250 : NEXT L
60 GOTO 20
100 END
200 DATA 0,6,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8
299 DATA 255

Note:
line 30: determines if the end of sequence value is found, as 255 is not a valid key.
line 40: plays the tone
line 200: holds the sequence of notes
line 299: end of sequence marker
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3.4.10   Command: Speech synthesizer

Speech synthesizer 
in order to synthesize speech, there are some paramters required, this uses the command: CPIO_PREPARE

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

2 Master write data Destination (0=CBM, 1=PWM, 2=CBM and PWM)

3 Master write data First ASCII character of string to be spoken (case is unimportant)

4 Master write data Second ASCII character of string to be spoken (case is unimportant)

5-end Master write data … ASCII character of string to be spoken (case is unimportant)

If the destination value of 0 is chosen the speech is outputted through the CBM's audio device in the 
form of a 4-bit digitised sample. This requires no additional cables or wires.
If  the destination value of 1 is chosen then the speech signal is outputted on pin 2 of the cassiopei's 
expansion port, see the section Expansion port for more detail on how to use this correctly.
If destination value is 2, the both output methods are used.

Now that  the  parameters  for  the  speech  synthesizer  are  transferred  to  the Cassiopei,  it  is  time to 
playback  the  speech.  This  (may)  require  the  4bit  playback  routines  depending  on  the  chosen 
destination. This command responds with a byte to indicate that it is ready to playback the speech. Or 
not in case the file could not been found. It is important that there are no other CPIO command(s) given 
between CPIO_PARAMETER and CPIO_SPEECH.

Speech synthesizer 
CPIO_SPEECH

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

2 Slave write data 0 = Error: sample file could not been found
1= Ready to play sample

How to generate speech using the Cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command !SAY,destination,”text to be spoken” you can generate speech
Make sure that you've installed the systemfile (.SYS, this is a file holding the phonemes for the 
actual speech) and the vocabulary file (.VOC, this is a file that describes how the words are to be 
pronounced). Without these files speech is not possible. These files can be downloaded from the 
download section of the Cassiopei's website. For more information regarding these files and the 
related tool see the earlier section “speech synthesizer”in this manual.
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Example:

!SAY,0,”GREETINGS PROFESSOR FALKEN, SHALL WE PLAY A GAME”<RETURN>

But string variables can also be used. Normal variables cannot be spoken unless converted to a string 
variable, which is not difficult as you will see further on. This is done because formatting of the spoken 
value is allmost allways required. A variable that holds the result of a calculation is most likely to be a 
float. And that value can be very long and anoying when spoken. For instance “the current temperature 
is 21.342145343556 degrees celcius”. Where normal people would prefer “the current temperature is  
21.3 degrees celcius”. So the temperature value needs to be formatted in order to speak it in a sensible 
manor. The example below shows  how to do that.

10 T=22.3421234 
20 T$=LEFT$(STR$(T),5)
30 !SAY,0,”THE CURRENT TEMPERATURE IS”
40 !SAY,0,T$:!SAY”DEGREES CELCIUS”

Note:
The string variable in a of this DOS wedge is limitted from A$ to Z$, this gives you 26 possible varibles 
to use with the !say command. Which is more then enough. In pracive, you most likely will never need 
more then 1. As the variable can be recycled over and over again. If you enter a variable with a different 
name for instance TEXT$ then you'd get an error, so stick to the convetion of a single letter followed by 
the $-sign for any string variable used with the !SAY command. This is done for simplicity of the 
wedge.

Note:
You can only say the words that are defined in the vocabulary. If you enter a word that is not defined the 
speech generator inside the cassiopei will indicate this by sounding a “beep” instead of the requested 
word.
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3.4.11   Command: Sample player

Sample player
in order to play a sample, there are some paramters required, this uses the command: CPIO_PREPARE

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1

2 Master write data MSB of 16bit offset value (value*256 samples to skip before playing)

3 Master write data LSB of 16bit offset value

4 Master write data MSB of 16 bit end value (value*256 samples to play, 0=play full sample)

5 Master write data LSB of 16 bit end value

6 Master Write data Destination:
0=CBM (requires CBM audio device and sample playing routines)
1=PWM (requires connection to expansion port of Cassiopei)
2=PWM and CBM

7 Master write data 1st ASCII character of  the filename of the WAV file

8 Master write data 2nd ASCII character of  the filename of the WAV file

9 Master write data 3rd ASCII character of  the filename of the WAV file

.. ... ... ...

n Master write data n-th ASCII character of  the filename of the WAV file

The offset and end value of the sample are 16-bits values when passed to the cassiope, this is done to 
make it easier for the CBM computer to handle the values. As the CBM can't  handle 24bit  values 
without making the wedge considerably larger.  However there is  no real  need for a 24 bits value. 
Because the 16bit  value is multiplied by 256, meaning that  you can address a sample of a size of 
16MByte, which is quite large. The resolution of the offset and end address is 0.032sec (256 samples at 
8KHz = 0.032sec), which is not noticeable.

The filename must be at least one character long, and max 32. However the full filename is not really 
required. As the system will look for the first file that matches the given string. If the filename is longer 
then the given string but does match, then that file will  be used. The end of the string is normally 
indicated by the value 0. However this value may be left out as the Cassiopei detects the last character in 
the communication and therefore it knows that the string has ended also. So if the value 0 has not been 
send, the Cassiopei adds the value 0 to the end of the string.

The sample data is output on pin 2 of the cassiopei's expansion port, see the section Expansion port for 
more detail on how to use this correctly. Also the sample data is send to the CBM computer using a 4bit 
asynchronous protocol, so that it is possible to play the sound through the CBM's sound device. This 
make it possible to listen to the audio without connecting anything to your cassiopei's expansion port.
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Now the settings for sample playback are send to the Cassiopei, it is time to playback the sample. This 
may require the 4bit playback routines depending on the chosen destination. This command responds 
with a byte to indicate that it is ready to playback the sample. Or not in case the file could not been 
found. It is important that there are no other CPIO command(s) given between CPIO_PARAMETER 
and CPIO_PLAYSAMPLE.

Sample player
CPIO_PLAYSAMPLE

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0

2 Slave write data 0 = Error: sample file could not been found
1= Ready to play sample

How to play samples using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command !SAMPL”S01”,0,0,0 you can play back the WAV file which filename starts S01.
Offcourse you  must have loaded a  sample file  onto the Cassiopei's  flash memory,  the size is  not 
important as long as it fits onto the remaining space of the flash memory.
The sample must be 8bit, 8KHz MONO. It will be played back onto the expansion port in 8 bits PWM 
and it is send to the CBM in a 4 bit format. This is done because most CBM cannot produce more then 
4bits digital sound (without making programming too difficult).

The main advantage of the PWM output is it's better quality of sound and it does not require any effort 
of  the CBM computer,  so after  the command of playing audio to the PWM output,  the CBM can 
continue with (non Cassiopei related) tasks.

Example:
!SAMPL,0,0,0,”S01”
play a sample from start to finish to the CBM audio device (or stop sample by pressing spacebar)

!SAMPL,0,0,1,”S01”
play from start to finish to the PWM output of the Cassiopei (sample cannot be stopped)

!SAMPL,0,0,2,”S01”
play from start to finish to the PWM output and the CBM audio device (or stop sample by pressing 
spacebar)

!SAMPL,200,100,0,”S01”
skip first 200*256 samples, stop playing after 100*256 samples, output is CBM audio device (stop by 
pressing spacebar)

Note: because the Cassiopei does not know the exact filesize it is very important that the offset value is 
not set to a point further then the length of the sample. Because if the filepointer is set to a location 
further then the data, there is no usefull data to be read. Since you may asume that a programmer knows 
the size of it's own samples, this is not really a problem. If the chosen offset is too large the will be no 
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sound (the system apears to hang), simply press space to stop the playback and try again with a smaller 
offset value.
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3.4.12   Command: Sinewave generator

Generate SineWave 
CPIO_SINEWAVE

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0

2 Master write data High byte of integer value of frequency of sine wave (Hz)

3 Master write data Low byte of integer value of frequency of sine wave

4 Master write data High byte of integer value of duration of sine wave (msec.)

5 Master write data Low byte of integer value of duration of sine wave

The sinewave signal is outputted on pin 2 of the cassiopei's expansion port, see the section Expansion 
port for more detail on how to use this correctly.

How to generate sinewave using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command !SINE,2000,1000 you can generate a 1KHz sinewave that lasts for 2000 milli 
seconds (=2seconds).
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How to send a signal using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command !KAKU you can send the KlikAanKlikUit signal.
The required parameters are !KAKU,<House>,<Group>,<Button>,<State>
House : 0=A, 1=B, 2=C, 3=D, etc. (the house code A,B,C,D)
Group : 1=I, 2=II, 3=III, 4=IV (considering most receiver don't offer this settings, choose 1)
Button : 1=1, 2=3, 3=3, 4=4, etc. (the actual button you would press on the remote control)
State is: 0= OFF, 1=ON (ON or OFF, and that's it, dimmers cannot be used)

Example:

To switch ON the light of a first generation KlikAanKlikUit receiver with ID: D2 type the command:
!KLI13,3,1,2,1 <RETURN>

To switch OFF the light of a first generation KlikAanKlikUit receiver  with ID: D2 type the command:
!KLI13,3,1,2,0 <RETURN>
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How to send a signal using the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
Using the command !KAKU you can send the KlikAanKlikUit signal.
The required parameters are !KAKU,<House>,<Group>,<Button>,<State>
House : 0 – 255 (this will be your house code that you'll receivers must learn, not 

critical as long as you use the same value every time)
Button : 1=1, 2=3, 3=3, 4=4, etc. (the actual button you would press on the remote control)
State is: 0= OFF, 1=ON (On or OFF, or dimmed if value is 128 - 143)

Example:

To switch ON the light of a second generation KlikAanKlikUit receiver type the command:
!KLI32,187,0,1 <RETURN>

To switch OFF the light of a second generation KlikAanKlikUit receiver type the command:
!KLI32,187,0,0 <RETURN>

To dimm a light to a specific value type the command:
!KLI32,187,0,128 <RETURN>   (128=lowest light level, 143=max light level)
Because there are only 16 dimming steps, the dim resolution isn't perfect, but for most purposes it will 
be sufficient. This is a limitation of the KlikAanKlikUit protocol

However, chances are that this doesn't work yet. Because the receiver must have “learned” to accept the 
chosen house and button value. Although there is a chance in 1:67 million that it has. So keep on 
reading and you'll know how to solve this.

In this example below we will use house value 187, but this may be any value that you'd prefer, the 
house value is designed to be different for every household. Which makes sense if you imagine if you 
and your neighbours are using the same system. But the house code is originally a 26bits value, here it is 
only eight bits. So the cassiopei changes that 8 bit value into a 26bits value. It does not really matter 
what the house code is, as long as it is not the same as other users withing your systems receiving range. 
And it does not really make sense to let you enter such a large number of 26 bits if the system has a 
range of max. 150 meters, so a simple value for much easier use.

Once you've chosen your house code, the receiver must learn it. This can be done very easily, press the 
button on your receiver (using a pen) and send the code as shown below. This will switch the light ON 
and  the  receiver  will  recognize  this  and  remember  it.  For  more  details  read  the  manual  of  your 
KlikAanKlikUit receiver. For every light you want to switch independently you must choose a different 
button value. If you want to control more then 16 lights, simply change the house code and you've got 
another 16 lights to control. Theoretically you could independly control 256*16 = 4096 lights (or other 
devices you could connect to your mains power supply). That's a lot, more then you'll ever need (or can 
afford).
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3.4.15   Command: I2C

I2C:  
I2C is a protocol used by many devices, therefore it is perfect for expansion of your hardware. Using 
I2C it is easy to add more simple IO's or complex circuitry that performs difficult tasks. The most 
important thing is that I2C is a bus protocol. This means that you can connect multiple devices onto the 
same bus. As long as the wiring is less then 1meter and the devices all have unique addresses.

The I2C signals are connected to pin 4 and 6 of the cassiopei's expansion port, see the section Expansion 
port for more detail on how to use this correctly.

I2C communication 
CPIO_I2C

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0

2 Master write function I2C function of the cassiopei (what we want to do on the I2C bus)

3 Master W/R data Data depends on I2C function (this byte is not always required)

Function and Data byte
I2C function Byte Information

CPIO_I2C_STOP 2 0x00 = Send stop condition to I2C slave

3 No data byte required

CPIO_I2C_ADR_W 2 0x01 = write I2C address to slave and indicate sending data TO the I2C slave

3 Data byte holds the slave address

CPIO_I2C_ADR_R 2 0x02 = write I2C address to slave and indicate reading data FROM the I2C slave

3 Data byte holds the slave address

CPIO_I2C_PUT 2 0x10 = write I2C data to slave

3 Data byte holds the data to be send to the I2C slave

CPIO_I2C_GET 2 0x20 = read I2C data from slave and acknowledge

3 Data byte holds the data that is read from the I2C slave

CPIO_I2C_GETLAST 2 0x21 = read I2C data from slave, no acknowledge indicates this byte as last byte

3 Data byte holds the data that is read from the I2C slave
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Example:

Controlling a stepper motor in half step mode using the circuit as shown below (PCF8574A, ULN8003 
and a stepper motor from an old printer) is not difficult when you use the basic wedge. Let's asume that 
the stepper motor is connected to the 4 lowest bits of the IO-expander, bit 0,1,2 and 3.

The only problem with stepper motors is that they need a continuous stream of signals in order to keep 
stepping. So controlling the stepper motor might lock up your program for the same time the motor must 
be turning

Keep in mind that  BASIC is not  the fastest  language,  the program below takes 7.8mSec per  step, 
meaning that a stepper motor cannot rotate very fast. So think twice before you choose a stepper motor.

10 !I2CAW,112 Start I2C communication with slave 112 (=0x70) for writing
20 !I2CPU,10 Send the value 10 the the I2C device
21 !I2CPU,8
22 !I2CPU,9
23 !I2CPU,1
24 !I2CPU,5
25 !I2CPU,4
26 !I2CPU,6
27 !I2CPU,2
60 !I2CST Send I2C stop condition, this ends the communication with the I2C slave
70 goto 10

Because the PCF8574 bidirectional, we can also read from it. We can do this as shown below:

10 !I2CAR,112 Start I2C communication with slave 112 (=0x70) for reading
20 PRINT !I2CGL Read byte from device and indicate that this is the last byte
30 !I2CST Send I2C stop condition, ends the communication with the I2C slave

The example above shows reading of a single byte, but we may read as many times as we want from the 
PCF8574. How do we do that, simple, just keep on reading but don't tell the device that it is the last byte 
until we are really done:

10 !I2CAR,112 Start I2C communication with slave 112 (=0x70) for reading
20 PRINT !I2CGE Read byte from device
30 PRINT !I2CGE Read byte from device
40 PRINT !I2CGE Read byte from device
50 PRINT !I2CGL Read byte from device and indicate that this is the last byte
60 !I2CST Send I2C stop condition, ends the communication with the I2C slave

Note:
The PCF8574 is a very simple IO expander, it will switch it's pins to input once there is a READ from 
the device and it will switch the pins to output when there is a WRITE to the device. So if you intend to 
input and output multiple signlas using the same IO expander then you might get into trouble. In that 
case use 2 different IO expanders, one for input and one for output. Or choose a better IO expander, 
there are many to choose from.
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3.4.16   Command: ServoController commands

These 2 command are not really integrated in the Cassiopei, they are only a shortcut to control an 
external device, this is done to keep the overhead as low as possible for anyone who whishes to use the 
PCA9685 PWM controller for controlling servo's also see the chapter about the expansion connector for 
more information.

Init servo controller
CPIO_SERVOINIT

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1

2 Master write data I2C address of servo controller

Servo positioning
CPIO_SERVOPOS

Byte Data direction Byte type Information

1 Master write mode byte 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0

2 Master write data I2C addres of servo controller

3 Master write data Servo channel 0-15

4 Master write data Position offset (it is best to set this value to 128)

5 Master write data Position 0-255, if servo perfect then 128=center position (if offset=128)
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3.5   Cassiopei filesystem

In order for the Cassiopei to be really functional there has to be some kind of file storage possible. 
Below is described how this is achieved.

3.5.1   The flash memory's file system

8MByte of flash memory, who could have imagine that in 1984?!?! Well it is available today and we're 
about to use it. Although not difficult it is not as easy as it seems. The flash chip can erase block of 4K 
(not smaller). This means that we cannot erase single bytes, we need to erase 4Kbyte at once. These 
4Kbyte  blocks are  on fixed memory address  of  the flash chip.  Also flash  chips cannot  be erased 
endlessly there is always the problem of wear and tear so be careful not to write to the same location too 
much. This seems very annoying, but practically it does not need to be a problem, as long as you design 
a proper file system around it. I've come up with the following principle.

Writing to the same flash location over and over again is bad, very bad. So a using a file system for a 
flash chip that is based on a FAT (File Allocation Table) or BAM (Block Allocation Map) is evil 
design. Although there are many flash devices in the world that use FAT file systems, for instance USB 
sticks (a.k.a. pen drives) or SD-cards. And practically, it is no a problem, considering normal everyday 
use, it will be out of fashion before it has broken down. But since I'm an engineer I want to do it better 
and easier.

But how do you manage files on a chip when using no map of the location of the files. Well, you don't 
really need a map. This flash chip is fast enough (and our PIC micro-controller is fast enough as well) to 
scan all possible locations. For a 4MByte chip, that means that there are 1000 blocks of 4Kbyte. So if 
we want an inventory of the contents of our flash chip. Then we “simply” scan the beginning of every 
4K block. Considering that scanning of 1000 blocks takes less then 100mSec (a bit slower with debug 
printing on). Who cares that we do use a conventional file system. Even better our approach does (in 
fixed file size cases) does not even require to close the file after writing.

When a file is created, the micro-controller (or computer) scans for a block that holds 0xFF in the first 4 
bytes. Why 0xFF, well that's because flash needs to be erased before you can use it. By erasing it all bits 
are set to 1, making an erased byte look like 0xFF. You can clear every bit (make it 0) on a flash chip 
independently, but setting it (making a bit 1) can only be done in large sets of bits at the same time, 
hence the 4Kbyte block erase. So we scan for a block that starts with 0xFF at the first 4 bytes. Once we 
have found such a block we want to claim it for our use. So we must make sure that is is marked as not-
empty, we do that by writing a value (between 0x01 and 0xFE) to the 4rd byte of the 4KByte block. 
(Then a scan for an empty block will no longer accept this block as empty). Then we start writing our 
data  to  the  bytes  5,6,7,etc.  then when we want  to  write  the 4097th byte  we  will  pass the  4Kbyte 
boundary, we need to put the data in another block, so we search for the next free block, we write the 3 
byte address to the first 3 bytes of our current block and then we claim the next block by writing 0x00 at 
byte location 4 of the 4Kbyte block followed by the data. When there is not enough data to fill this 
block we will never pas the boundary and we will never alter the first 3 bytes of the current block. 
Meaning that the last block will have the first 3 bytes at 0xFF. Which is the indication that the file stops 
at this block.

This method of working creates the following situations for the first 4 bytes of each 4KByte block
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block definitions
how to determine the status of a block of flash memory

Byte Function Remarks

0 Address byte 2 (MSB) of 3 byte address of next block

1 Address byte 1 (...SB) of 3 byte address of next block

2 Address byte 0 (LSB) of 3 byte address of next block (is always 0x00)

3 Indicator byte
(a.k.a. File type byte)

0x00 = data block
0x01 = first block of system file
0x02 = first block of program file
0x03 = first block of vocabulary file
0x04 = first block of TAP file

4 data

// data

4095 data

Note: Address byte 0 is always 0x00 so theoretically it doesn't need to be stored.
Considering that the 4 four bytes of each block hold the information about the file chain and is therefore 
crucial for the file system in order to operate, it is marked with the color red. This is also the case for the 
file type examples in this document.

possibilities of the first 3 bytes of each block

Byte 
0

Byte 
1

Byte 
2

Byte 
3

Block type Remarks

XX XX XX 00 Data block This block is followed by another block starting at memory 
address indicated by byte 0 (MSB) and byte 1

XX XX XX 01-FE File info and data block This block is followed by another block starting at memory 
address indicated by byte 0 (MSB) and byte 1

FF FF FF 00 Data block Last block in the chain 
(the file ends somewhere in this block)

FF FF FF 01-FE File info and data block First and Last block in the chain 
(the file ends somewhere in this block)

0 0 0 1 System file System file

For the ones who wonder about fragmenting. Yes, this file system like most other file systems can be 
fragmented  as  well.  However  because  this  is  solid  state  storage,  fragmenting  does  nothing  with 
performance. It does not matter if the blocks are placed next to each other or a scattered around the flash 
chip. Although  it doesn't look nice for humans, fragmentation is nothing to worry about.
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3.5.2   System files and user files

The flash memory can hold many file types which can be divided in two kinds of file:

System file:

A system file is expected to be stored at the beginning of the flash memory, meaning 0x000000.

Attention: 
There can only be one system file stored on the flash memory!

The size of this file is undetermined and can be up to megabytes in size. Although it is recommended to 
keep this file as small as possible as it uses up precious user file space.

This file is mainly large tables that cannot be fitted in the micro controllers program memory. Because 
system files need to be processed as fast as possible they are written different to the flash memory then 
non system files. To keep programming simple, system files are not block based files but files that need 
to be written to a continuous memory area. This has the main advantage the exact address location of 
each byte in the file is known precisely. This in contrast to the block based files which can be scattered 
all over the flash memory. But since systems files are written to a continuous range of memory address 
it is very easy to calculate the byte offset in advance.

This advantage becomes clear in the SpeechSample file used for Phonemes (and diphones as well).

User files:

These files are block based and can be added and removed without erasing the entire flash memory. 
Block based files can be scattered all  over the flash memory.  They do not need to be written to a 
continuous block of flash memory.  An example of a user file is the .PRG or .TAP file (a game or 
program to be executed by the CBM computer).  There may be many user files stored on the flash 
memory.
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3.5.3   Speech sample file

Speech Sample file (.SYS = filetype 0x01)
definition of system file holding speech sample information

Byte Function Remarks

0x00 0x00 The SpeechSample file starts with 3 bytes  for compatibility with 
the filesystem routines. 3 zeroes means that the next block is this 
block (because a system file always starts at : 0)

0x01 0x00

0x02 0x00

0x03 Indicator byte
(a.k.a. File type byte)

0x01 = first block of system file
Actually the system file is not blocked. But by defining this byte we 
make it possible for the file system to recognize the file and show it 
to the user using the standard file system routines.

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory of files 
stored on the flash memory. 
Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space

//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB rounded to a 4K boundary value. This is very useful as it indicates 
the address of the first block after the SpeechSample file.0x25 Filesize  ...SB

0x26 Filesize LSB

0x27 Timestamp YY.. example: 20 for the year 2012

0x28 Timestamp ..YY example: 12 for the year 2012

0x29 Timestamp Month

0x2A Timestamp Day

0x2B Timestamp Hour

0x2C Timestamp Minutes

0x2D <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2E <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2F <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x30 Address Most significant Byte of Sample#1 The SpeechSample file consists of a table that holds the absolute 
addresses of each sample in the file, that's why this file needs to be 
stored inside a continuous address range.

0x31 Address Medium significant Byte of Sample#1

0x32 Address Least significant Byte of Sample#1

0x33 Address Most significant Byte of Sample#2 This is the absolute address of the first byte of sample#2. It also 
indicates the end of sample#1. But for ease of programming all 
samples are also ended with 0x00

0x34 Address Medium significant Byte of Sample#2

0x35 Address Least significant Byte of Sample#2

..+0 First byte of sample#1 Data 0x01 - 0xFF

..+1 Second byte of sample#1 Data 0x01 - 0xFF

..+2 Third byte of sample#1 Data 0x01 - 0xFF

.. Last byte of sample#1 The last byte of a sample is always 0x00to indicate: end-of-sample

.. First byte of sample#2 Data 0x01 - 0xFF

//
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The last byte of of each sample in the SpeechSample file is 0x00. This value is useful as an end of 
sample indicator, simply because it is easier to check on byte then a 3 byte address. This generates the 
requirement for the program that creates the SpeechSample file that it filters out the value 0 and replaces 
it by 1 (which is nearly 0). An easy task, but it must be kept in mind!

Because system files require to be stored in a continuous memory area, it is required to clear the entire 
system files  area  before  writing a new file.  Where as block based files  can  be deleted and saved 
independently.
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3.5.4   EEPROM file

This file is not a system file but it is not really a user file, it is managed by the cassiopei without the 
users knowledge.

The Cassiopei needs to store settings data. These settings are possibly changed very often. This 
means wear and tear on the Flash memory registers. So we need to do some form of wear leveling. 
But also we must keep in mind that Flash operates in blocks. We can erase a block to FF and write 
0's. But if we want to change a single byte in a flash chip we must erase the entire block (which 
consists of 4096 bytes). Because it is impossible for the PIC to buffer the entire block and because 
we need to do some form of wear leveling to protect the system from damage due to overactive 
register writing of some kind.

So the following setup was chosen. Each settings requires a full block, this looks like a lot of 
overkill  and frankly it is. But is keeps programming easy and straight forward. Because of this 
overhead it is advised to keep the usage of this function low. Simply because it eats up to much 
memory which could be used for storing games and programs. The Cassiopei only needs a few 
settings to be saved, MODE (fast, slow, USB, .TAP), INDEX (the index of the program/TAP to be 
loaded), computer model and the audio feedback volume. These values are stored in the following 
locations:

Settings locations
Register Function Information

0 Mode indicates the mode of operation: SLOW, FAST, FAST USB, TAP

1 Index indicates the index of the file to be loaded

2 Compueter model indicates computer model (important for correct signal timing)

3 Feedback volume Indicates volume level of audio feedback of tape signals

The structure is setup to be like a file, this way it can be recognized and used for calculation of the 
remaining space. 
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file structure (.EEP = filetype 0x20)
the way a .EEP (EEPROM simulation file) is defined

Byte Information Remarks

0x00 Address byte 2 These 3 bytes are all 0xFF

This is because there is no next block, the .EEP files are always one block large
0x01 Address byte 1 

0x02 Address byte 0

0x03 0x20 0x20 indicates a .EEP file

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory of files stored on the 
flash memory.  Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB 0x00 This value is always the same, as this file is only one block large

0x25 Filesize  ...SB 0x10 This value is always the same, as this file is only one block large

0x26 Filesize LSB 0x00 This value is always the same, as this file is only one block large

0x27 Timestamp YY.. Not applicable

0x28 Timestamp ..YY Not applicable

0x29 Timestamp Month Not applicable

0x2A Timestamp Day Not applicable

0x2B Timestamp Hour Not applicable

0x2C Timestamp Minutes Not applicable

0x2D <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2E <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2F <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x30 Data state indicator Indicates data state: 0x00 – 0xFE=value may be read, 0xFF=do not  read

0x31 Data byte 0

0x32 Data byte 1

0x33 Data byte 2

---

0x40 Data state indicator Indicates data state: 0x00 = data  may be read, 0xFF = do not use for reading

0x41 Data byte 0
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The data is stored in chunks of 16 bytes.
The first byte is: 0x00 to indicate that the next 15 bytes are readable

0xFF to indicate that the next 15 bytes are not yet written

The last line before a 0xFF line is the most actual data. And that is the data that should be used. The 
Cassiopei operates in the following manor. When a byte is to be written to a specified EEPROM 
register all the other values are copied from the previous values and are stored to a new line. When 
a block is full, it will be erased in order to re-use it again and again. This method lengthens the 
endurance of the flash memory with 253 times compared to writing the same flash memory cell 
over and over again.

0x30 00 43 67 76 78 43 dc 3d 5b a2 22 11 fe ee ea 1a old data

0x40 00 43 67 76 78 43 dc 3d 5b 00 22 11 fe ee ea 1a old data

0x50 00 43 67 11 22 43 dc 3d 5b 00 22 11 fe ee ea 1a data

0x60 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF unused

0x70 FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF FF unused
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3.5.5   Vocabulary file
The vocabulary file is a user file, it is defined as: 
<word to speak><space><... bytes to describe all phonemes> <0 indicate end of entry in this file>

Vocabulary file (.VOC = filetype 0x03)
a collection of pronouncements of words

Byte Function Remarks

0x00 Address byte 2 (MSB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x01 Address byte 1 (...SB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x02 Address byte 0 (LSB) of 3 byte address of next block (is always 0x00)

0x03 0x03 0x03 for the first block,  0x00 for every other  block of file

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory of files stored on 
the flash memory. 
Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space

//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB rounded to a 4K boundary value

0x25 Filesize  ...SB

0x26 Filesize LSB

0x27 Timestamp YY.. example: 20 for the year 2012

0x28 Timestamp ..YY example: 12 for the year 2012

0x29 Timestamp Month

0x2A Timestamp Day

0x2B Timestamp Hour

0x2C Timestamp Minutes

0x2D <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2E <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2F <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x30 <dummy> Required for alignment, the value is ignored

0x31 <dummy> Required for alignment, the value is ignored

0x32 T

The word to be spoken
0x33 E

0x34 S

0x35 T

0x36 <space> Space (0x20) is the separator between word and list of phonemes

0x37 Phoneme ref.
Value between 0x01 – 0xFF 
that indicates the phoneme to be used

0x38 Phoneme ref.

0x39 Phoneme ref.

0x3A Phoneme ref.

0x3B <CR> Carriage return indicates end of line

... End of file indicator Always 0xFF
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3.5.6   Program file
First we must keep in mind that the standard CPIO loader program works as follows:
The start address or LOAD address is easy to understand, simply because this determines where to store 
the program in the C64's RAM. During loading of the program the RAM address is incremented with 
each byte loaded, once the last address has been reached the loader stops loading and performs a RUN 
instruction. Which causes the loaded program to execute.

So now it is clear to see that we at least need: last address, start address and file data. A file name to 
identify the files that are stored and additional information. By storing the information in this order in 
flash memory we keep the loader program simpler to read. Resulting in a file structure that looks like:

file structure (.PRG = filetype 0x02)
the way a .PRG file is defined

Byte Information Remarks

0x00 Address byte 2 (MSB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x01 Address byte 1 (...SB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x02 Address byte 0 (LSB) of 3 byte address of next block (is always 0x00)

0x03 0x02 0x02 for the first block,  0x00 for every other  block of file

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory 
of files stored on the flash memory. 
Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space

//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB rounded to a 4K boundary value

0x25 Filesize  ...SB

0x26 Filesize LSB

0x27 Timestamp YY.. example: 20 for the year 2012

0x28 Timestamp ..YY example: 12 for the year 2012

0x29 Timestamp Month

0x2A Timestamp Day

0x2B Timestamp Hour

0x2C Timestamp Minutes

0x2D <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2E <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2F <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x30 Low byte of last addr. of program in C64 RAM

0x31 High byte of last addr. of program in C64 RAM

0x32 Low byte LOAD addr. of program in C64 RAM

0x33 High byte LOAD addr. of program in C64 RAM

0x34 Remaining file data

Items written in red are added to the start of each block (where a block  consists of 4096 bytes).
Items written in blue are added to the .PRG file as found on the PC when programmed to flash.
Items written in black are copied directly from the .PRG file as found on the PC.
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3.5.7   TAP file
A .TAP file is nothing more then a stream of data. That stream must be send to the C64 as if it was an 
audio signal. Which in practice is nothing more then setting a pin high or low with a accurate timing.

file structure (.TAP = filetype 0x04)
the way a .TAP file is defined

Byte Information Remarks

0x00 Address byte 2 (MSB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x01 Address byte 1 (...SB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x02 Address byte 0 (LSB) of 3 byte address of next block (is always 0x00)

0x03 0x04 0x04 for the first block,  0x00 for every other  block of file

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory 
of files stored on the flash memory. 
Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space

//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB rounded to a 4K boundary value

0x25 Filesize  ...SB

0x26 Filesize LSB

0x27 Timestamp YY.. example: 20 for the year 2012

0x28 Timestamp ..YY example: 12 for the year 2012

0x29 Timestamp Month

0x2A Timestamp Day

0x2B Timestamp Hour

0x2C Timestamp Minutes

0x2D TAP file version indicator 0=TAP file V0, 1=TAP file V1, 2=TAP file V2

0x2E <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x2F <undefined> <<for future use>>

0x30 ?

0x31 ?

0x32 ?

0x33 ?

0x34 Remaining file data

Items written in red are added to the start of each block (where a block  consists of 4096 bytes).
Items written in blue are added to the .TAP file as found on the PC when programmed to flash.
Items written in black are copied directly from the .TAP file as found on the PC.
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3.5.8   WAV file
A .WAV file is nothing more then a stream of data of an 8Khz, 8-bit, mono, audio sample.

file structure (.WAV = filetype 0x05)
the way a .WAV file is defined

Byte Information Remarks

0x00 Address byte 2 (MSB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x01 Address byte 1 (...SB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x02 Address byte 0 (LSB) of 3 byte address of next block (is always 0x00)

0x03 0x05 0x05 for the first block,  0x00 for every other  block of file

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory 
of files stored on the flash memory. 
Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space

//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB rounded to a 4K boundary value

0x25 Filesize  ...SB

0x26 Filesize LSB

0x27 Timestamp YY.. example: 20 for the year 2012

0x28 Timestamp ..YY example: 12 for the year 2012

0x29 Timestamp Month

0x2A Timestamp Day

0x2B Timestamp Hour

0x2C Timestamp Minutes

0x2D 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x2E 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x2F 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x30 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x31 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x32 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x33 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x34 Remaining file data

0x- - - 0x00 Last byte always zero (end of sample indicator)

Items written in red are added to the start of each block (where a block  consists of 4096 bytes).
Items written in blue are added to the .WAV file as found on the PC when programmed to flash.
Items written in black are copied from the .WAV file as found on the PC.

The end marker 0x00 is a unique value, therefore the WAV-file values are scanned before saving to  
flash. If the value 0x00 is in the sample data then it is changed to 0x01 to prevent a false detection of  
the end of the sample.
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3.5.9   DAT file
A .DAT file can hold anything that can be interesting for a game or program to use. For instance a very 
large scroll text or the levels/screens for your game. The programmer must be aware that this file holds 
no end-of-file marker, therefore the program using this file must prevent reading past the end of the file.

file structure (.DAT = filetype 0x06)
the way a .DATA file is defined

Byte Information Remarks

0x00 Address byte 2 (MSB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x01 Address byte 1 (...SB) of 3 byte address of next block

0x02 Address byte 0 (LSB) of 3 byte address of next block (is always 0x00)

0x03 0x06 0x06 for the first block,  0x00 for every other  block of file

0x04 File name (ASCII) byte 1 The name which is shown when the user loads the directory 
of files stored on the flash memory. 
Empty places are to be filled with 0x20=space

//

0x23 File name (ASCII) byte 32

0x24 Filesize MSB rounded to a 4K boundary value

0x25 Filesize  ...SB

0x26 Filesize LSB

0x27 Timestamp YY.. example: 20 for the year 2012

0x28 Timestamp ..YY example: 12 for the year 2012

0x29 Timestamp Month

0x2A Timestamp Day

0x2B Timestamp Hour

0x2C Timestamp Minutes

0x2D 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x2E 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x2F 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x30 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x31 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x32 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x33 0x80 <<for future use>>

0x34 Remaining file data

0x- - - ?? Last byte of the file is not indicated by any kind of marker

Items written in red are added to the start of each block (where a block  consists of 4096 bytes).
Items written in blue are added to the .DAT file as found on the PC when programmed to flash.
Items written in black are copied directly from the .DATA file as found on the PC.
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3.6   Expansion connector
This section explains how to connect your own hardware to the 
expansion port of the Cassiopei. Using the expansion port of the 
cassiopei  for your  own designs requires the basic knowledge of 
electronics. Always work carefull and secure but most importantly 
use your commom sense.

The connector of the expansion port has the pinout as shown in the 
table below. The IO-pins on this connector can have more then one 
function.  This  is  possible  because  of  the  sofisticated  software 
inside the Cassiopei's microcontroller. Depening on the command 
you send the required IO-pin will be set into the correct mode of 
operation. IO-pins that are not required are to be left unconnected.

Expansion connector pinout
Pin Data direction Function Information

1 Input Reset Reset signal of the Cassiopei, directly connected to the reset button. Pressing the button 
makes this signal low, resetting the cassiopei.

2 Output PWM PWM audio output.
Requires filtering to be used see paragraph Audio output (PWM)

3 Analog input Chan. 0 Analog input channel for ADC.

Output Klikaan
KlikUit

Signal for both 13 bits and 32 bits KlikAanKlikUit signals.

4 I²C SDA Data line of I²C bus.

5 Analog input Chan. 1 Analog input channel for ADC.

Output reserved Reserved for future purposes

6 I²C SCL Clock line of I²C bus.

7 n.a. +3.3V Do not use unless your circuit is very low power! Power supply of the Cassiopei. Max 
power (50mA). This voltage has a tolerance of max. 5%. Verify this voltage using a volt-
meter if you intend to do accuracte AD conversions.

8 n.a. GROUND Ground of the entire system, connect to the ground of your own circuit. Also connect your 
circuit to pin 10 for best performance.

9 Output TXD Reserved for debugging purposes.

10 n.a. GROUND Ground of the entire system, connect to the ground of your own circuit. Also connect your 
circuit to pin 8 for best performance.
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3.6.1   Reset input
The Cassiopei has a microcontroller which can be forced to reset by making this signal  low (connect to 
ground). This line is pulled up by an onboard 10K resistor, so this line can be left unconnected. This line 
is also connected to the reset button of the cassiopei. So pressing this button drives this line low. This 
reseti signal can be used for external logic. However caution is required. When using long cables to 
connect the cassiopei to your own (self designed) circuitry additional filtering or pull-up resistors at the 
inputs of the reset signal of your own circuit may be required. This because the cassiopei's onboard 10K 
pull-up resistor is not sufficient to suppress disturbances on the reset line.

Example:  you have an MCP23008 IO expander (this one has a rest input)  that  you connect  to the 
casiopei's  I2C bus of the cassiopei's  expansion port.  You connect the rest line to the input of your 
MPC23008 using a cable  with a length  of  1 meter.  Then you may encounter  EMC problems.  For 
instance you circuit (not the cassiopei) could reset “spontainiously” when you switch on the lights or 
some other noisy electrical device. You can solve this by connecting the reset input of the MCP23008 
directly to Vcc (+3.3V) (meaning you no longer use the rest line of the cassiopei to reset your own 
device). Or you add an additional 1K (not lower) resistor close to the input of your MCP23008. So now 
you can still use the reset button of the cassiope to reset you own electronics.

However, it is preferred not the use the cassiopei's reset line as a signal for your own circuitry. This 
because this signal is poorly buffered and cannot drive any significant current. Also some electronic 
device require a more rigid (less bouncy) reset signal. So it is best practice to allways design in a reset 
circuit of your own. Making your own circuit independent of the reset of the cassiopei.
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3.6.4   I²C bus
The Cassiopei has I²C bus that makes it very easy to connect additional circuitry with a minimum of 
wires. There are many different IC's that feauture and I²C interface and as long as they can be used with 
a working voltage of 3.3V they an be connected to the Cassiopei. The voltage of 3.3V seems low 
comparing it to the 5V of the CBM computer, but this is a modern device and modern devices run on 
much lower voltages then the older technology of the 80's. 3.3V is still rather high if you compare it the 
the circuitry in your PC or mobile phone, but that's a detail. It is no problem at all to find an I2C device 
that can work on 3.3V. Below a short list of I²C devices that can be directly connected to the Cassiopei's 
expansion port. Please download and read their datasheet on how to use them, this document cannot 
handle all possible devices. The Cassiopei's I²C bus is designed to send and receive all required I²C 
commands, by defining the proper sequence of signals for example by using the Cassiopei's BASIC 
wedge, you can controll allmost all I²C devices on the market.

PCF8574 or PCF8574A (the A indicates a different base address of the device).
This is a very well known and widely available IO expander, the PCF8574 has 8 IO pins that are output 
when you write a value to it and input when you read a value from it. It is as easy as that. Please check 
the datasheet of the chip you buy before you connect your circuit as the output pins may require some 
extra buffering. You can connect up to eight of these devices as the have 3 inputs to change the device 
address. Using both the PCF8574 and the PCF8574A you can connect up to 16 of these IO expander. 
This woud result in adding 16*8=128 IO pins to your CBM computer. Keep in mind that the PCF8574 
has 8 IO pins that are all 8 input OR all 8 output they cannot be mixed. If you require extra input and 
output in one design, simply use 2 8574's one for the extra inputs and the other for the outputs.

MCP2308 (8bit IO)
This device is similar to the PCF8574, but is has much more functions, you can mix inputs and outputs, 
even invert the data if required, interrupts etc. This makes the chip a little bit more complicated to 
operate, but the datasheet explains it all, so download the datasheet and start reading...

MCP79410 or MCP79411 or MCP79412 (real time clock)
A real time clock that counts the time independently of your CBM so the time is allways correct and 
you never have to set the date and time again as this device keeps track of it. All you've got to do is 
write the software for it.

PCA9685 (12 bit PWM controller (use it as a servo controller to drive 16 standard RC servos)
This  device  is  great  for  controlling  RC hobby  servo motors.  Although  it  is  a  chip  designed  for 
controlling LED's of televisions (think of the Philips ambilight televisions) it can do much more. It can 
generate a PWM signal of with an accuracy of 12 bits. And by settings the registers of this device to the 
proper timing values, you can very easily generate the signal to drive a RC servo motor to the desired 
position. And because this device has 16 channels, you can control up to 16 servo's with 1 device. You 
can connect up to 62 of these devices onto the I2C bus. That are a lot of servo's!
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Addressing of I2C devices on the I2C bus using the Cassiopei's BASIC wedge:

The I2C addressing is a bit confusing because the address has the R/W bit at the LSB location (bit-0). 
Some devices allow you to configure and address bit. The PCA9685 even allows you to set 6 bits of the 
I2C address. Let's asume that you have configured your hardware by connecting the address inputs to 
Vcc  (a  logic  '1').  So  then  A5=1,  A4=1,  A3=1,  A2=1,  A1=1,  A0=0.  Then what  would  the  proper 
definition of the address be?

Because some people ignore the R/W bit when the speak about the device's address so in that case the 
device's address would be 7 bits and not 8 and it would be 1111111= 0x7F = 127 which is confusing to 
say the least! As we send 8 bits over the bus.

So do it right and use all the 8 bits when you speak about the device address. Allways asume R/W=0. 
The I2C routines will fill in the R/W bit depending on the reading or writing action. Then the device 
must be called using 8-bit address 11111110 = 0xFE = 254.

So please remember to allways use the addressing with all the 8 bits including the R/W bit and call the 
device by its proper address. If you are not sure about the addressing, then check the datasheet of the 
device you are using and look for an image as shown above.
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Servo controller using the PCA9685 

The  Cassiopei's  I²C  bus  can  conect  to  the  PCA9685  I2C  16  channel  PWM  controller.  And  by 
configuring it correctly it can generate the signals required for riving a RC hobby servo motor. 

A servo signal consists of a pulse of minimal 1 mSec and a period of (approximately) 20 mSec. The 
position of the servo is determined by the size of the pulse. 1 mSec positions the servo to the minimal 
position (which could be left or right depending on the used servo). And 2 mSec positions the servo to 
the maximal position (which could be right of left depending on the used servo). But this is not really 
true. As the max swing of a servo is 180deg, while a pulse of 1-2mSec only moves it 90deg. So there is 
extra movement of 45deg on both directions. This is done to create some room for adjustment in the RC 
model, which is required most of the times. It allows you to compensate for tollerances or to “finetune”. 
This tuning posibillity is called offset, it is a fixed value added to the position. But there is nothing 
wrong if you play with this value in combination with the position, this effectively doubles the range of 
the servo. Please beware of not moving the servo to much to it's limits, otherwise it will draw too much 
current.

It is very important that the positioning pulse is accurately timed. A jitter on this signal causes a jitter in 
positioning. Although this is not always noticeable in movement, it is audible (the motor hummss). So a 
stable signal creates stable positioning. A microcontroller generating servo signals using interrupts has 
the jitter problem and there is not much you can do about it to fully eliminate that. PWM signals are 
created by dedicated hardware that does not suffer from that problem. But most microcontrollers do not 
have the PWM generator with the proper resolution to create these servo signals. The PCA9685 does 
have the resolution. And it has 16 channels, that's more then most people ever need. Regarding timing 
of the servo pulse there is also the period, this may vary, it's not crucial but it is preferred to have it 
stable as well (without jitter). Using the PCA9685 this is also no problem. The repetition rate of this 
signal is best set to 50Hz.

The PCA9685 must be configured properly in order to function, the registers need to be filled with the 
following values (the registers as shown below must be configured in the specified order):

Configure PCA9685 as a servo pulse generator
Register Function Information

0 MODE-1 16 : Set controller into sleep mode in oprde to adjust pre-scaler

254 PRE_SCALE 121 : Adjust pre-scaler

0 MODE-1 32 : Enable controller and set it into addres incrementing mode

6 Output-0 ON low byte Set to 0 because we want our servo pulse to start at the beginning of the 
period of this signal.7 Output-0 ON high byte

8 Output-0 OFF low byte Set to the position 65 + offset + position (105 creates a 0.5mSec pulse) 
offset = 0-255, position =0-255 (both values determine the position)9 Output-0 OFF high byte
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How to use the PCA9685 with the cassiopei BASIC wedge:

Load the cassiopei BASIC wedge into you CBM computer and start it.
You can configure and program the PCA9685 yourself but it doesn't make your code any easier as it 
requires a lot of overhead in reading and writing registers of the IC and calculating counter values. 
Fortunately the cassiopei BASIC wedge implements the PCA9685 in a very practical manor. With only 
2 commands you can drive your servo's to any desired position.

!SERIN, A 
A is the I2C address of the PCA9685. This command initializes the device to the proper settings in order 
to generate the servo signals.

!SERVO,A,C,O,P
A (2-254) is the I2C address of the PCA9685.
C (0-15) is the channel we want to control. The PCA9685 has 16 channels
O (0-255) is the offset (0=max offset, 128=suggested value  255=max offset,)
P (0-255) is the position

Example:

10 REM DRIVE SERVO MOTOR BETWEEN 2 POSITIONS
20 A=254 :REM ADDRESS
21 !SERIN, A:REM INIT SERVO CONTROLLER
22 C=0     :REM SERVO IS CONNECTED TO CHANNEL-0
23 O=128 :REM OFFSET IS NONE
30 P=0 : !SERVO,A,C,O,P
40 FOR L=0 TO 1000:NEXT L
50 P=250 : !SERVO,A,C,O,P
60 FOR L=0 TO 1000:NEXT L
70 GOTO 30
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3.6.5   KlikAanKlikUit signals

“KlikAanKlikUit” is a 433.92 MHz remote control system for switching lamps and everything else you 
can plug into a power outlet. It is sold in the Netherlands (by the GAMMA). This system exist for many 
years and has a wide range of devices that can be used. Today (2013) there are 2 generation of this 
system. 

The first generation,  which is 13 bits and requires the user to use to set on his remote control and 
receivers slide/rotary switches to define the device ID.

The second genaration, is a 32bits system that is capable of “learning” the codes of your remote control, 
there are no rotary switches on the receiver.

Although it  is  stated that  you  could use the first  generation of remote controllers  with the second 
generation of receivers, I  would not recommend to do so. For more information about compatibillity 
between remote controllers and receivers visit http://www.klikaanklikuit.nl 

For the Cassiopei, it  does not matter.  The Cassiopei is capable of generating both first and second 
generation of codes. All that you need to do it to connect a 433.92 MHz transmitter to your Cassiopei's 
expansion port. Now where do you get a 433.92 MHz transmitter from you might ask. Well the easiest 
way would be to modify an existing KlikAanKlikUit remote control. This can be easily done if you have 
the basic electronic soldering skills. You can modify a remote of the first or the second generation, it 
does not matter, they are both sending at exactly the same frequency of 433.92MHz and we are only 
using the RF stage of the remote control. On the next few pages are the descriptions on how to modify 
the PA3-1000R and the AYCR-102 remote control.
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How to connect a KlikAanKlikUit PA3-1000R remote controll to your cassiopei.

This is how the modified PA3-1000R remote control will look like when the mod is complete. As you 
can see, it plugs directly into your cassiopei's expansion connector. This modification no longer allows 
the use of the buttons, the Cassiopei (or to be more precise, the CBM computer will be in full controll).

Remove the battery of the PA3-1000R remote control and using a philips screwdriver open the remote 
control. Store the battery in a safe place, we won't need this any more. The cassiopei's power supply is 
sufficient to drive the remote control.

Using a soldering iron and some pointy tweezers, gently lift pin 1 of the IC on the PA3-1000R remote 
control PCB.The IC is now no longer connected to the RF circuit.
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10 pole ribbon cable
Pin 1 = not used (this wire is indicated by the RED stripe on the cable)
Pin 2 = not used
Pin 3 = carries the KlikAanKlikUit signal connect this to the input of the RF circuit of the remote
Pin 4 = not used
Pin 5 = not used
Pin 6 = not used
Pin 7 = +3.3V, connect to the battery + pad
Pin 8 = GND, connect to the battery - pad
Pin 9 = not used
Pin 10 = GND, connect to the battery – pad

Secure the cable to the PCB using tape. Remove the slide switch from the case.
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Put the case back together and you're done. Store the remaining parts in a safe place in case you want to 
restore the remote into it's original state.
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How to connect a KlikAanKlikUit AYCT-102 remote controll to your cassiopei.
This is how the modified AYCT-102 remote control will look like when the mod is complete. As you 
can see, it plugs directly into your cassiopei's expansion connector. This modification no longer allows 
the use of the buttons, the Cassiopei (or to be more precise, the CBM computer will be in full controll).

This is how the modified remote control will look like when the mod is complete. As you can see, it 
plugs directly into your cassiopei's expansion connector.

Remove the battery of the AYCT-102 remote control and using a philips screwdriver open the remote 
control. Store the battery in a safe place, we won't need this any more. The cassiopei's power supply is 
sufficient to drive the remote control.
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Using a sharp knife we cut the trace as indicated by the photo. This cut will disconnect PIC-1 of the 
remote control IC from the RF circuit. So that we can connect the RF circuit the IO pin of the expansion 
connector of the Cassiopei.

The picture below shows how the singnal from the Cassiopei's expansion port should be connected to 
the RF circuit of the remote control.

10 pole ribbon cable
Pin 1 = not used
Pin 2 = not used
Pin 3 = signal, connect to input of RF circuit
Pin 4 = not used
Pin 5 = not used
Pin 6 = not used
Pin 7 = +3.3V, connect to the battery + pad
Pin 8 = GND, connect to the battery - pad
Pin 9 = not used
Pin 10 = GND, connect to the battery – pad
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Also connect the other 3 wires, the 2 ground wires connect to the pad (-) of the battery connector. 
The +3.3V wire connects to the pad (+) of the battery connector.

Secure the cable to the PCB using tape. Remove the slide switch from the case.

Put the case back together and you're done. Store the remaining parts in a safe place in case you want to 
restore the remote into it's original state.
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